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ABSTRACT 

In this study, I took the quantitative research approach of film statistical stylistic 

analysis to examine the editing pattern evolution of 130 Hollywood movie trailers over 

the past 60 years from 1951 to 2015; the prior studies on the overall evolution of the 

Hollywood movies’ editing pattern are compared and discussed.  The results suggest that 

although the movie trailers are much shorter than the whole movies, the average shot 

lengths of the trailers still display a declining trend over the past 60 years, and the 

variations in the shot lengths are also decreasing. Second, the motions within each frame 

do not change significantly over the years, while the correlation coefficients between the 

shot lengths and the motions within the shots are moving toward a more negative 

correlation relationship over time, suggesting that the trailers are subject to an editing 

evolution trend that the shorter the shot is, the more motions there are within it, and this 

also aligns with the overall movies’ editing pattern evolution trend. Last, the luminance 

of the trailers remains almost the same over time, which does not align with the overall 

movies’ editing pattern evolution of becoming darker and darker over decades. Together 

these findings suggest that the movie trailers’ editing rhythm evolution in general aligns 

with that of overall movies over time while the visual editing pattern evolution of color 

luminance does not. The study results will improve our understanding on how the 

Hollywood movie trailers’ editing pattern and style have evolved over time and pave the 

way for future advertising studies and cognitive psychology studies on the audience’s 

attention, immersion and emotional response to various editing patterns of movie trailers. 

Keywords: movie trailers, Statistical Style Analysis, editing pattern, video 

analysis, data visualization 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

A trailer is often defined as a form of advertising for movies (Blandford et al., 

2001; Kernan, 2004) and “also a unique form of narrative film exhibition, wherein 

promotional discourse and narrative pleasure are conjoined” (Kernan, p.1). We often hear 

different comments about trailers, such as “they showed all the best parts of the movies”, 

“they have no reflection of the movies”, “they give away too much of the movies”, “they 

are misleading” or “they are actually better than the movies themselves” and so on 

(Kernan, 2004, p.1). To explain this, I will propose my major argument that trailers, as 

the spectacle of the movie narratives, can be both representatives and hyperboles of the 

original movies due to their highly accentuated and condensed content, which is carefully 

selected, edited and reconstructed in a way that may or may not be the authentic 

reflection of the original movie narratives.  

As the movie market is ever developing, trailers, as a form of the movies’ 

advertisement, should also evolve over time and play an increasingly important role in 

attracting the audience to enter the theater and pay to watch the movies. Particularly 

when moving into the contemporary age, the development of digital media and social 

media has largely encouraged the trailer production companies to develop diverse 

versions of trailers that can be distributed on multi-screens or multi-media platforms, 

such as DVDs, desktop PCs, laptops, social media, and mobile phones (Johnston, 2008). 

Trailers of different movie stories and different versions all compete to grab audience’s 

attention to a large extent. In fact, nowadays trailers are usually designed in a way that 

will better accommodate the new media streaming platforms in that they are easier to 
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play on those platforms as they are shorter than overall movies and more committed to 

reaching as many audiences as possible. Therefore, this paper investigates whether the 

trailers’ editing pattern has evolved over time as a result of the proliferated new media 

distribution platforms and the severe market competition and whether this pattern 

evolution has aligned with the overall movies’ editing pattern evolution.  

Compared with the vast majority of scholarly research and studies on movies, 

scant attention has been paid to the trailers (Kernan, 2004), and even less to the trailer 

studies in the quantitative research approach. Most took a qualitative approach to analyze 

the way in which trailers characterize films, including the rhetoric structure of the trailer 

storytelling to gain audience attention and to sell the movies (e.g., Kernan, 2004), and the 

technological and historical background for trailers’ development (e.g., Johnston, 2009). 

Among the few movie trailer studies that took the quantitative approach, many of them 

were, in fact, empirical studies with more focus on the media effect or audience response 

studies, for example, the audience’s psychological cognitive response, including 

attention, immersion, and engagement (e.g., Oh, Chung & Han, 2014; Stapleton & 

Hughes, 2005) or the audience’s psychophysiological response such as brain activity, 

emotions, or eye movement (e.g., Boksem & Smidts, 2015; Hou et al., 2015; Smith, 

Levin, &Cutting, 2012; Yanagisawa, Iida & Amasaka, 2014). Usually, the purpose of 

these studies is to develop the effective models to help improve the quality of the content 

production and predict audience’s preference and ultimately achieve population-wide 

commercial success. However, very few studies have been focused on examining the 

scientific objectivity of internal (within a single media file) or external (comparing 

several media files) editing rhythm, structure or pattern of movie trailers by analyzing 
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their statistical editing metadata. Nevertheless, this approach was applied to overall 

movie studies from 1970s (e.g., Salt, 1974) and has continued till now (e.g., Baxter, 

2013, 2015; Bordwell, 2006; Buckland, 2008; Salt, 2004, 2006, 2011; Cutting, Brunick, 

& Candan, 2012; Cutting, Brunik & DeLong, 2011a, 2011b, 2012; Cutting, Brunik, 

DeLong, Iricinschi & Candan, 2011; Cutting, DeLong & Brunick, 2011; Cutting, DeLong 

& Nothelfer, 2010; DeLong, Brunick & Cutting, 2012; Redfern, 2012, 2013, 2014).  By 

referring to these movie studies that took the quantitative approach of statistical stylistic 

analysis on overall movies’ editing data, it is plausible to consider that the similar kind of 

quantitative research approach and statistical stylistic analysis can also be applied to 

analyze the editing pattern of movie trailers, as both mediums are in video textures, 

though some differences, such as the total lengths, editing rhythm and narrative styles, do 

exist, and the differences are examined in this study. 

Furthermore, the advancement of information technology has allowed us to easily 

digitize various types of media files, and make the collection of a large quantity of the 

media files and the media files’ metadata (e.g., number of frames, shot lengths, video 

content) possible and far more efficient than before. This is one of the prerequisites for 

using the quantitative approach to study movie trailers, as the approach is always based 

on the generalization from a large sample. The purpose is to essentially “avoid the 

frequent error of describing as unique what is in fact a common feature of a large class of 

films from a particular time or place or genre” (Salt, 1992, p. 25). In addition, the 

computer coding also ensures the consistency of metadata collection especially when 

dealing with video content related metadata and largely avoids the subjectivity caused by 

individual coders during the data coding process.  
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In reviewing Cutting et al.’s (2011) recent study, “Quicker, faster, darker: 

Changes in Hollywood film over 75 years,” I was inspired to employ a similar statistical 

analysis approach to examine Hollywood movie trailers editing pattern change over the 

past half century. In 2015, I did a pilot study on 24 trailers of the James’ Bond movie 

series across a time span from the 1960s to the 2010s. Although the trailers were much 

shorter than the entire movies with only a fraction of the information of the original 

movies and highly condensed content and a faster pace, the results showed that the 

Average Shot Length1 (ASL) showed a declining trend, and the correlations between the 

lengths of the shots and the amount of motions within those shots were steadily negative 

(the shorter the shot lengths are, the more motions there are within those shots) over the 

past five decades. This pilot study further inspired me to expand the research to an 

enlarged sample size with diverse movie genres to see if similar trends and patterns could 

be observed in a larger sample size of movie trailers.  

Thus, this study attempts to examine the editing pattern and style change of 

Hollywood movie trailers over six decades by using a quantitative approach to analyze 

130 movie trailers’ editing metadata. In this study, the literature on “statistical stylistic 

analysis” and the previous film studies that took this quantitative approach of stylistic 

analysis are reviewed and explained; the basic terms of movie editing metadata are 

introduced; and the latest video data collection and visualization tools, as well as the 

quantitative movie research database are also explored. The trailers of 130 Hollywood 

top box- office movies over six decades were selected as the research sample, their 

                                                
1 Average Shot Length refers to the mean of the shot lengths within a video file; it is calculated by using the 
total length/duration of the video file divided by the number of the shots (Tsivian, 2009). 
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statistical editing data are analyzed and tested, and the results are compared with former 

researchers’ major findings.  

The study will build upon Kernan’s (2004) qualitative rhetorical analysis on 

movie trailers’ development and bridge the gap of using the quantitative approach of 

statistical style analysis to study the movie trailers instead of the entire movies, and 

provide statistical evidence to support the argument on whether the movie trailers, as the 

spectacle of the original movies, can reflect the editing pattern and style evolution of the 

overall movies over the history. The study will also pave the way for future cognitive 

psychology studies as well as psychophysiological studies as to explore what kind of 

editing patterns and styles of the movie trailers would cause effective audience response, 

including attention, immersion, presence as well as engagement, so that a model to 

predict audience’s preference and movie-going decision making can be built to provide 

implications to both the academia and the industry enterprises regarding the strategies of 

movie trailer productions which could potentially lead to the commercial success.   
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CHAPTER 2 

STATISTICAL STYLE ANALYSIS 

Statistical Style Analysis on Movies as a Concept and Methodology	  

Most people view film as a form of “arts,” although with more sophisticated 

dimensions, it resembles poetry, novels, music, paintings and many other humanity 

disciplines, and thus has “no room for numbers and measures” (“Movie measurement and 

study tool database,” 2015).  When it comes to film analysis or film critique, we are often 

used to or familiar with the traditional qualitative scholarly research approach, by which 

certain film theories were applied to analyze either the aesthetic appreciation of film-

maker/director’s style, film narrative style, acting style, or the culture and social political 

connotation in context with the historical, cultural, social, economic and political 

background. The latter can be seen in many film study literatures along with the 

emergence of Anglo-American film studies, a series of film-based avatar theories derived 

from Lacanian psychoanalysis, structuralist semiotics, post-structuralism, and the variants 

of Althusserian Marxism, feminism as well as post modernism, multiculturalism, and 

“identity politics” from the 1970s to the late 1980s (Bordwell & Carroll, 2012). Then, 

what is statistical style analysis?  How can the study of films, an aesthetic and artistic 

humanity discipline, become associated with statistics or quantitative methods? 

The History of Statistical Style Analysis and the Concepts of Style, Norm and Pattern	  

To answer those questions, we have to mention the name of a prominent scholar, 

Barry Salt, who established statistical style analysis as a research paradigm in film 
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studies and has continued to develop and modify it as both a methodology and a concept 

for almost 30 years (Buckland, 2008). 

To learn more about Barry Salt and the quantitative approach on movie studies, 

we should start with his famous essay “The Statistical Style Analysis of Motion Pictures” 

published in Film Quarterly in 1974, where he initially proposed the statistical style 

analysis to compare different directors or film-makers’ formal styles by examining their 

work over a large number of films in the same genre over the same period, and 

established some basic quantifiable film measurement variables, such as Average Shot 

Length, Closeness of Shots, Types of Shots, Camera Movement, Strength of Cuts and so 

on. However, the study is only “an early and seminal statement of statistical style analysis 

applied to film” (Buckland, 2008, p. 220) in that Salt only presented a number of 

histogram graphics of the shot lengths distribution of several films as case studies; he did 

not include any statistical tests and analysis. In 1983, he published his first book Film 

Style and Technology: History & Analysis (with the second edition in 1992).  The book 

includes a historical review on major film theories, film history and technology 

development by each decade (from the 1910s to 1980s) and two chapters of film 

statistical style analysis. In 2006, he published Moving into Pictures, which contains a 

collection of his 43 essays focusing on “film history, film style and statistical style 

analysis” (Buckland, 2008, p. 219).  

However, even Barry Salt himself confessed that he was not the first one who had 

the thought of statistical style analysis on films (Salt, 1992). He claimed that the use of 

statistical style analysis had begun a long time ago in literature and music studies, for 

example, The Computer and Music (Lincoln,1970), and Statistics and Styles (Dlezel & 
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Bailey, 1969). Moreover, some other scholars, such as Stockton (1912) and Birett (1962), 

as cited by Salt (1992), had already mentioned about the idea of measuring the films in a 

quantitative way and only very basic variables such as the cutting rate and shot lengths 

were put forward and examined (Salt, 1992, p. 142).  

Some mainstream theories such as Althusserian Marxism, Lacanian 

psychoanalysis, semiotics and culture critiques were prevalent around the 1970s 

(Buckland, 2006). The scholars were more inclined to make generalization about the 

culture, technological and societal influences over films. However, Barry Salt countered 

those theories by embracing auteur criticism, which places more emphasis on individual 

film-makers’ differences and their influences on diverse film production (Salt, 1992). 

However, even though he emphasized individual film-makers’ differences, he maintained 

that “if we want to establish the existence of an individual style in the work of a director, 

it is necessary to compare not only a sufficient number of his films with each other”, but 

also “his films with films of similar genre made by other directors in the same period” 

(Salt, 1992, p. 219). He further explained that the latter procedure is necessary in that it 

can help us avoid describing the distinctive characteristic of a film-maker’s work when it 

is actually shared with the work of other film-makers (Salt, 1992). Salt rejected the 

traditional film study approach of drawing the conclusion that many directors have 

“sharply different styles” only based on researchers’ feelings and analysis taking one or 

two films as examples (Salt, 1974, p. 13). According to him, the method of choosing one 

or two representative films as a sample for analysis to establish the style of individual 

film-makers’ work is either banal or false (Salt, 1992). Therefore, he proposed the 

approach of statistical style analysis which advocates a scientific ideal of objectivity 
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(Salt, 1974; 1992); to achieve this ideal, “a large number of films, both good and bad, 

chosen completely at random” are required (Salt, 1992, p. 219). However, it does not 

mean that the qualitative research method for film studies is not important or not 

necessary. In fact, both qualitative and quantitative research methods are useful in 

analyzing the complicated subject of films, yet, when it comes to making generalizations 

about common structures and norms over a large quantity of data, quantitative research 

method is more advantageous versus the other one. Plus, since the major research topic 

for this study is to examine whether any differences and similarities exist in the editing 

pattern of movie trailers over different historical periods, a quantitative research method 

of statistical style analysis is thus not only necessary but also more effective and valid.  

The style, by what Salt originally defined, was only referring to a narrow scope, 

namely, the directors or film-makers’ style, but he then “re-contextualized the statistical 

style analysis into the broader frameworks” (Buckland, 2008, p. 224), for instance, to 

characterize the style and common features of films over different genres, national 

cinemas, or historical periods (Buckland, 2008). The argument on broadened film style 

analysis can be seen in his book Film Style and Technology: History and Analysis, where 

the common stylistic parameters of shots over different historical periods were examined:  

For every period an even more absolute norm [emphasis added] is needed as well, 
to give a standard of comparison that reflects the general technical and other 
pressures acting on the work of all film-makers at that time and place. (Salt, 1992, 
p. 219) 
 
Also, there were some lines about comparing shot parameters over different 

historical periods in his later literature Moving into Pictures:  
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The mean ASL for each period...can be seen to be decreasing continuously from 
the high value of 10.47 seconds in 1946-51 to 4.92 seconds in 1994-99. (Salt, 
2006, p. 332) 
 
There are probably more films with RA2 [Reverse Angle] percentages above 40% 
than there would have been forty years ago. (Salt, 2006, p. 334) 
 
In addition, David Bordwell mentioned the norm of film’s ASL over different 

periods in his book The Way Hollywood Tells it- Story and Style in Modern Movies: 

Although I know of no film averaging less than 1.5 seconds per shot, the weight 
of the norm has clearly shifted downward over the last four decades. A 6-to-7-
second ASL, as in The Other (2001) and Lost in Translation (2003), now looks 
sedate, while only art movies like 13 Conversations about One Thing (2001) and 
Solaris (2002) risk a 10-to-11-second average. (Bordwell, 2006, p. 123) 
 
It seems as though the terms style and the norm mentioned above have been used 

interchangeably in a broader sense, both describing certain common features based on the 

sample of a number of films. However, according to the reviewer of Moving into 

Pictures, Buckland, “for Salt, style designates a set of measurable patterns that 

significantly deviate from contextual norms”; he further explained that “He (Salt), 

therefore, has to establish those norms before he can define how a director deviates from 

them” (Buckland, 2008, p. 211). Therefore, it seems clear that while both the term style 

and norm are making generalizations about the commonality of a large number of films 

by using the quantitative approach, the style is a relative concept against the norm, in that 

the style takes the norm as a broader context to examine the deviation from it, namely, 

one commonality deviates from another broader commonality.  

                                                
2 RA is the abbreviation of Reverse Angle. It means “a cut within a scene which changes camera direction 
by more than 90 degrees in the horizontal plane” (Salt, 2009, p.146). 
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Then the pattern, in my opinion, also describes the commonality of editing 

structures, but captures an additional layer of the visualization attributes, such as the 

shapes or certain graphics characteristics, which can be easily recognized and observed 

cognitively. For instance, Salt once discussed the “patterns in shot lengths” in his book in 

this way:  

After obtaining more than twenty of these shot length distributions, for both 
sound and silent films, I was surprised to discover that films with roughly the 
same Average Shot Length have roughly the same shot length distributions, no 
matter who made them, and further than that, the distributions all had the same 
general kind of shape [emphasis added] … (Salt, 1992, p. 224)  
 
Understanding the statistical style analysis as both a concept and methodology 

will be essential for us to understand how movies/films could be analyzed in a 

quantitative approach and how this approach could also be applied to any other video 

materials， especially the movie trailers. Meanwhile, understanding the concepts of style, 

norm and pattern and the subtle differences among them will help us better comprehend 

and communicate the type of commonality as described.  

Statistical Style Analysis Moving into the Contemporary Age—Cinemetrics Database	  

While the feasibility of studying films using the quantitative stylistic analysis 

approach is still under debate, some researchers and scholars have already shown interest 

or begun to adopt the method, though they still showed some concerns (Redfern, 2014). 

For instance, Nick Redfern3 once wrote in his blog:  

There are some researchers out there studying film (and other media) who are 
ready to kick on with developing their quantitative skills but need a push; 
someone to tell them that it’s OK to do this, that it’s not completely alien and that 

                                                
3 Nick Redfern received his PhD from Manchester Metropolitan University in 2006. He is interested in 
applying statistical style analysis on film studies, and holds the authorship for Cinemetrics website with 
some of his articles also published on his personal blog: https://nickredfern.wordpress.com/. 
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you don’t need anyone’s permission to do something that is the ‘core process’ of 
the discipline. (Redfern, 2014, para. 1) 
 
He, therefore suggested “a change of mindset away from ‘film studies’ to the 

‘study of film’” (Redfern, 2014, p. 1). He argued that this was the first step to help us 

learn how to include quantitative methods to study about film; instead of taking film as a 

subject or discipline, the study of film can really help film scholars renovate their way of 

thought, open their mind to outside researchers and take film as a complex object while 

its “numerous and various other dimensions” can be fully comprehended (Redfern, 2014, 

np). In addition, he also argued that the quantitative methods will also help us better 

understand the economics of the film industry, the patterns in the style and form of 

motion pictures, the audience’ behaviors and attitudes, as well as the way we understand 

and experience the cinema (Redbern, 2014).  

Despite any uncertainty and underuse in academia, there is still growing emphasis 

on this approach as many researchers have begun to make tentative efforts on the 

approach. Among them, a leading researcher in the field is Yuri Tsivian4, who connected 

with some other scholars and IT experts and together launched Cinematics 

(www.cinemetrics.lv) in 2005. It is an open-access interactive website for the quantitative 

study of films. The website not only provides the film data collection tool, but also serves 

as a repository for people to collect, store and process scholarly data about films. The 

ultimate goal for this website is “to create an extensive multi-faceted collection of digital 

data” (Tsivian, 2009, p. 93). The data collection tool works more like a stopwatch to 

                                                
4 Yuri Tsivian, Professor of University of Chicago, Department of Cinema and Media Studies, and co-
founder of Cinemetrics website. More information about him could be accessed at 
https://cms.uchicago.edu/faculty/tsivian. 
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allow the independent coders to make annotations while the movie is playing. For 

instance, the coders could make annotations about the transitions between shots (e.g., cut, 

fade, or dissolve), or the content type of each shot as classified (e.g., action, dialogue or 

title sequence) while the movie is playing. In the end, the tool could automatically 

quantify all the annotations that have been made and allow the data to be exported. Once 

a film’s metadata has been collected and submitted, the Cinemetrics website can 

automatically process it and display the information in both table of numbers and 

graphics. For example, Figure 1 shows a table of statistics of a movie’s metadata, with 

columns representing the categories of camera movements and the rows representing the 

movies’ shot editing data. While the categories in columns may vary depending on 

different coders’ research purposes for each movie, the categories in rows are always 

focused on some basic shot parameters, such as ASL, the number of shots, the minimum 

and maximum of the shot lengths and the range between them (also known as cutting 

range), the standard deviation from the average shot length (also known as cutting swing) 

and so on (Tsivian, 2009). The graphics usually display the distribution of shot lengths 

(in seconds) sequentially along the film play, segmented by each shot boundary, with a 

polynomial trend line that reflects the fluctuations of shot lengths within the duration of 

the films (see example in Figure 2, the red line is the polynomial trend line).  
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Figure 1. The table of shot figures by types of camera movements for Shining (1980)5. 

 

 

Figure 2. The shot length distribution with a polynomial trend line for Shining (1980) 6. 
 

By March of 2016, the Cinemetrics website had already stored 16,545 film data 

entries in the database, though a film might be coded multiple times by different coders 

and submitted with several entries. The repository database also provides different 

options for data retrieval, such as by film title, by year, by submitter’s name, by country 

                                                
5	  Screen shot from the Cinemetrics website movie database, searched under the film title with keyword 
“Shining”. Retrieved from http://cinemetrics.lv/movie.php?movie_ID=19751.	  
6	  Screen shot from the Cinemetrics website movie database, searched under the film title with keyword 
“Shining”. Retrieved from http://cinemetrics.lv/movie.php?movie_ID=19751	  
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and so on; the data can also be sorted by alphabetic order of the film titles, by year, by 

simple mode (with table of numbers) versus advanced mode (without table of numbers), 

by the value of ASL, the value of MSL [Median Shot Length7], the value of standard 

deviation of shot length8 and so on. By simply clicking on a row of each data entry 

record, the user can easily access the page that displays the table of basic statistics figures 

and the interactive graphics (see link: http://www.cinemetrics.lv/database.php).  

Most importantly, the website also serves as a communication platform for like-

minded scholars to exchange and build upon ideas on the quantitative study of films. For 

example, in the “News,” “Discussion Board,” and “Measurement Theory” sections, some 

prominent scholars such as Mike Baxter9 and Nick Redfern have posted many studies, 

papers and follow up discussions they have created by making use of the database on the 

Cinemetrics website. Interestingly, a graphic designer, Frederic Brodbeck, also created 

two websites (http://cinemetrics.fredericbrodbeck.de/ and http://cinemetrics.site/ ) that 

adopted cinemetrics partially in their domains. However, the sites are mainly focused on 

displaying various types of visualization graphics of movies and video files in both still 

and dynamic manner. Thus, “Cinemetrics,” though originally developed as the name of a 

website, now extends to a broader sense of referring to the “statistical analysis of 

quantitative data, descriptive of the structure and content of films that might be viewed as 

aspects of style” (Baxter, 2014, p. 2).  

                                                
7	  Median Shot Length means the value of middle ranked shot length among all shot lengths; if there are two 
values ranked in the middle, the median is the average of the middle ranked two values.	  
8 Standard deviation of shot length means how much the shot lengths deviate from the average value of the 
total shot lengths within certain duration of the video file. 
9	  David Baxter, professor of Statistical Archaeology, School of Science and Technology, Nottingham Trent 
University. He is interested in applying statistics in archaeology now also in cinematic studies. He holds 
authorship to Cinemetrics website with some of his articles also published on his personal blog: 
http://www.mikemetrics.com/	  
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Statistical Filmic Data	  

As we enter into a digital age with the ever-growing digitized text materials, we 

see textual analysis as a research method, or more specifically, as a subset of content 

analysis, began to emerge in scholarly studies across diverse subject areas, including 

humanities, media and business related fields (e.g., Fürsich, 2009; Schumaker & Chen, 

2009; Fairclough, 2003; Rabinowitz, 1997; Stern, 1996; Stubbs, 1996; Bazerman 

&Paradis, 1991; Hodge, 1990). I am inspired to consider that film or video analysis will 

follow the same notion, though the texture of films or videos contains more complex and 

multi-faceted data, with both temporal and spatial, visual and audio dimensions (Tsivian, 

2009). While text analysis seeks to use some parameters such as the frequency of the 

word (the number of the appearances of a word in the text), the trend of word (the order 

of appearances of the word in the text) or the sentiments (positive or negative tone of the 

text) to measure and analyze author’s narrative style, how should the filmic data, with 

obviously more complex dimensions, be segmented to measure different film 

parameters?  

To begin, I clarify that the main discussion about the film statistical data in this 

paper is more focused on the visual perspective, though I do acknowledge that the audio 

perspective is also essentially important; however, it will not be covered in this paper.  

Filmic Data Segmentation from a Macro-perspective 

From a macro perspective, I would argue that the filmic data can be categorized in 

two ways: “hard data” and “soft data,” or in another way, metrics and dimensions.  
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Hard Data and Soft Data	  

Inspired by the quantitative research approach used in text analysis, I further 

researched into the quantitative studies and the data collection technologies for films and 

all types of video textures. In general, according to the types of data that could be 

captured by technological tools and systems, I proposed to categorize the filmic data into 

two types: hard data and soft data, which were also presented in my blog10 in 2015. In 

general, what I mean by hard data is that it is usually associated with the video 

production and editing decision making, generated at the time when the digital videos or 

images were created. For example, production time, pixel11, resolution, frame rate per 

seconds, runtime, length of each shot in seconds, and type of transitions between shots 

can all be regarded as hard data (Feng, 2015).  

I further argued that this type of data was usually fixed, concrete and generated 

along with the production process and thus it allowed little room for negotiation (Feng, 

2015). This type of data that holds absolute objectivity can be regarded as hard data. 

In contrast, the soft data is usually associated with the content of the media/video 

files. For instance, in Cinemetrics, some films were coded by their content: first, the 

decision on how to categorize the content of the film into several different types (e.g., 

dialogue, action, and silence) was made, then each shot was interpreted and coded to fit 

                                                
10 Feng, P. 2015. Digital video analysis and retrieval (part I) - review on theoretical foundation of digital 
video analysis. Last time retrieved online from http://sites.temple.edu/tudsc/2015/06/10/digital-video-
analysis-and-retrieval-part-i-review-on-theoretical-foundation-of-digital-video-analysis/ . 
11 The pixel, also known as “picture element”, is the smallest unit of digital programmable color that 
composes computer display; a specific color that a pixel describes is the blend of three components of the 
color spectrum-RGB (the definition is referred from both WhatIs.com and TechTerms.com). 
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into these categories so that the content of the film could be evaluated by quantifying the 

number of shots in each category. 

Meanwhile, there are also some advanced tools and systems developed to 

automatically track and detect the events in the video file, seeking to interpret the 

semantic meanings of the digital video events. The outputs are usually transcribed into 

verbal descriptions in text. Among those tools, one of the most prominent projects is the 

TRECVID Evaluation task, which is sponsored by the TREC conference series devoted 

to the research in automatic segmentation, indexing, and content-based retrieval of digital 

videos (“TREC Video Retrieval Evaluation,” 2016).  The project includes several sub-

projects, such as Surveillance Event Detection (SED), Multimedia Event Detection 

(MED) and Multimedia Event Recounting (MER), which are all under the same umbrella 

of the TRECVID Evaluation task. Although they were originally developed for video 

surveillance purpose (“Video Analytics Project,” 2015), they in fact promoted the 

development of digital video event detection technology. Typically, MED allows 

detection and search for user-defined events based on pre-computed metadata, and then 

recounts and aggregates the evidence of those events found in multi-media recordings 

(“Video Analytics Project,” 2015). A demo showing how the system works can be 

accessed at this link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z4RO3S7wScU, with a screen 

shot shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Demo of TRECVID video event detection system12. 
 

This type of data, either coded by human coders or detected by the automatic 

video event detection systems, is all based on the video content, or more specifically, the 

semantic meaning of the video materials. I define this type of data as soft data, which 

allows or requires a certain level of interpretation and negotiation. By interpretation and 

negotiation, what I mean is that this type of data contains a certain level of subjectivity, 

as how the data are segmented or transcribed always depends on individual coders’ 

interpretations and definitions. For example, in Cinemetrics, it is usually the decision 

made by independent coders prior to the coding process as to how many categories and 

what kind of categories should be coded with regard to the film content, and the decision 

is usually leveraged by the research questions. This can be further seen from Tsivian’s 

(2009) comments that “Cinemetrics is designed to measure frequencies, this can be the 

frequency of anything that recurs: certain words, faces, locations or tunes” (p. 98). 

                                                
12 Screen shot from YouTube video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z4RO3S7wScU . 
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Therefore, it does not matter what variables in the content we choose to measure, once 

the variables are defined, the frequency of their occurrences could be counted and thus be 

quantified.  As for the TREVID project-MED system, it seems that the events and visual 

activities detected in the video shot are all objective, meaning you cannot detect a human 

playing guitar as instead a monkey jumping out of a bush unless the system is false or 

dysfunctional; however, what kind of visual events should be detected and how to 

transcribe them to text descriptions are all predetermined by human interpretation of the 

co-constructed meanings in society and pre-coded through complicated computer 

program and scripts, which of course are not 100% accurate. Thus, the soft data in 

comparison with the hard data are more subjective to human decisions and interpretations 

and allow certain room for negotiation.  

Metrics and Dimensions	  

However, the hard data and soft data is not the only way to categorize the data 

from a macro-perspective; metrics and dimensions is another approach. In fact, in my 

opinion, the former is more data oriented while the latter is more crosstab oriented.  

The idea of segmenting the filmic data into metrics and dimensions is actually 

inspired by the digital industry leader Google which tends to create industry standards 

and defines the digital data segmentation criteria. In Google Analytics (a digital website 

traffic analysis tool), the digital traffic data are usually segmented into metrics and 

dimensions13, which I find also applicable to the filmic data. A simple way to explain 

metrics is that they are usually numeric data that can be further calculated, such as the 

                                                
13	  For further detailed explanation, please see Google Analytics’ supporting document at: 
https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/1033861?hl=en 	  
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number of shots, for which we can calculate the Average Shot Length, the amount of 

motions contained within each shot, the frames per second and so on. The dimensions 

usually describe the attributes of the data that can only be counted as frequency, for 

example, the film genre, the historical period, the director, the production company, the 

nationality, and so on. The metrics and dimensions together can form a square matrix to 

further present insight, for example, the ASL by different directors, the ASL by different 

decades, and the amount of motions of different film genres. The table in Figure 1 above 

is in fact a good example of how metrics (ASL, number of shots, etc.) and dimensions 

(types of camera movements) together present a matrix with both rows and columns.  

Another way to explain metrics and dimensions is to analogize them with the 

terms of numerical (or interval/ratio) variables and categorical (or nominal) variables, 

which are more common to see in academic studies, especially among those using 

quantitative research methods:  the metrics are similar to the numerical variables while 

the dimensions resemble the categorical variables. However, this is not a hard rule, as 

sometimes the metrics can also become the dimensions depending on the type of research 

questions we want to study.  For example, the shot lengths (e.g., five seconds) are usually 

regarded as the metrics or the numerical variables; however, if we want to study the 

quantity of a certain type of camera movements within a specific range of shot lengths 

(i.e., there are two tilt camera movements within the shot length range of four to seven 

seconds), then in this case, the specific range of shot lengths becomes the dimension and 

the type of camera movements become the quantifiable metric. While there is no sure 

evidence, this is probably why the “Cinemetrics” website comes up with the coined name 

for their website based on the compound of two words — cinema and metrics. 
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Filmic Data Segmentation from a Micro-perspective	  

Now since we have already categorized the filmic data from a macro-perspective, 

are there any smaller segments of the data that serve as the unit of film so that the filmic 

data could be easily quantified, just like a poem is composed of smaller units of words 

and the music is composed of smaller units of notes?  

Tsivian (2009) once argued that “though we tend to perceive their [films’] 

unfolding as continuous variables, most films consist of segments called shot separated 

by instant breaks called cuts” (p. 93). Another definition of shot is “the moment between 

the time a camera starts rolling and stops”, or “continuous footage or sequence between 

two edits or cuts” (Hou et al., 2015, p. 1952). Thus, using shot as the segment would 

make the seemingly continuous film data now discrete. If we dive into it further, then the 

shot could be further segmented into even smaller units such as seconds or frames. 

However, the shot, which was previously used as the basic unit for film statistical stylistic 

analysis by Salt (1974), now has been commonly accepted as the basic unit in conducting 

quantitative scholarly research on film statistical data. Moreover, shots are the most basic 

units for editors to construct the editing decisions on a film or a piece of video, and also 

because the primary research topic for this study is to examine the editing style, norm or 

pattern of movie trailers, therefore, the shot is the optimal choice of the basic unit for film 

stylistic analysis.  

If the films and any other types of video textures have been viewed as a complex 

medium with both temporal and spatial dimensions (Tsivian, 2009; Greene, Johnston, and 

Vollans, 2014), then each shot, as a basic unit of the film or video, should also carry the 

temporal and spatial dimensions.   
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Temporal Data	  

In terms of the temporal dimension of the shot, the variable — shot length, or in 

another word, the duration of the shot could better describe this dimension, as it tells how 

long the actual film or video runs.  It can be measured either by the unit of feet or 

seconds. However, seconds are recommended by Salt (1992) and also commonly used by 

many other scholars (e.g., Baxter, Tsivian, Redfern), especially when we are moving into 

the digital age and the best way to measure the length/duration of the movie is the time 

dimension of seconds.  

The Average Shot Length, sometimes also described as the cutting rate, so far has 

been widely accepted as the most commonly used measurement variable in film statistical 

style analysis for about 30 years (Tsivian, 2009). As is clear from the name, it is the mean 

or the average value of the total lengths of all shots within the video to be studied, which 

can be calculated by having the total length of a video file divided by the number of shots 

within it. It was initially introduced by Salt (1974), and further adopted by many other 

scholars. However, the ASL can also be misleading at times as it does not fully capture 

the dynamic quality of a film. Tsivian (2009) once cited the examples of two films - 

Dragnet Girl (1933) and Rashomon (1950) and compared their ASLs: four seconds 

versus 13 seconds. Based on this result, it is very likely for us to draw the conclusion that 

the former one is more dynamic and has a larger number of shorter shots than the latter. 

However, the real story is that the latter has a strong contrast between longer shots and 

shorter shots, while the average shot length cannot reflect this contrast and dynamic 

(Tsivian, 2009). In addition, there are also some other arguments against using ASL as a 

measurement variable for film statistical stylistic analysis in that it is not robust to 
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outliers, and some scholars like Redfern (2012a) have proposed to use the Median Shot 

Length. Therefore, I suggest that including mutiple measurement variables, such as the 

standard deviation of the shot lengths, which is described by Tsivian (2009) as the cutting 

swing, the difference between the shortest shot and the longest shot, also known as the 

cutting range, and the polynomial trendlines that reflect the fluctuations of shot lengths, 

also known as dynamic profiles (Tsivian, 2009), should be more precise in fully 

reflecting films’ editing rhythms and temporal dynamics.  

Spatial Data 	  

As for the spatial dimension, so far some variables like the Shot Scale or 

Closeness of Shot, Camera Movement and Camera Angles could better capture this 

dimension while each of them could be further broken down into smaller categories. 

Shot Scale or Closeness of Shot literally means how close the object(s) is/are to 

the camera. Although there was minor disagreement among scholars in the early 1920s in 

terms of how the Shot Scale should be categorized and how each category should be 

defined and termed (Salt, 1992), moving into the1940s and later, the categories and the 

definition of each category have been gradually stabilized as described by Salt (1992) 

below:  

Big Close Up (BCU) shows head only; Close Up (CU) shows head and shoulders; 
Medium Close Up (MCU) includes body from the waist up, Medium Shot (MS) 
includes from just below the hip to above the head of upright actors; Medium 
Long Shot (MLS) shows the body from the knee upwards, Long Shot (LS) shows 
at least the full height of the body; and Very Long Shot (VLS) shows the actor 
small in the frame. (p. 142) 
   
Moreover, there are another two important variables capable of capturing the 

spatial dimension of filmic shot data: Camera Movement, which includes six 
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subcategories of pan, tilt, pan plus tilt, track, track plus pan and crane14, and Camera 

Angle, which includes the three subcategories of high, low and eye level (Salt, 2006). 

However, these variables are less stabilized and still subject to some changes depending 

on different researchers’ definitions and decisions on categorization and also the research 

questions. For example, Figure 1 shows the figures of different types of camera 

movements, and the way that the camera movement is categorized is different from Salt’s 

way.   

Other than the above, Point of View (P.O.V.) and the Reverse Angle are also 

important film terms that describe the spatial dimension of the data. The Point of View 

describes “the perspective from which the film story is told; also refers to a shot that 

depicts the outlook or position of a character” (“Film terms glossary,” 2016, np); the 

possible examples of it are omniscient point of view, and subjective or first person point 

of view. The Reverse Angle (also known as reaction shot) is defined by Salt as “being a 

cut within a scene which changes camera direction by more than 90 degrees in the 

horizontal plane” (Salt, 1992, p. 146). It is usually coupled with P.O.V shot; for example, 

when two people are having a conversation, simply speaking, the Reverse Angle of a 

Point of View is “the diametrically opposite point of view — or at least the opposite 

angle seen according to a variable latitude” (Mitry & King, 1997, p. 178).  

In general, I would argue that the data describing temporal dimensions, such as 

the shot length and cutting rate which are usually fixed once the video file is done with 

                                                
14	  Pan means horizontal movement of the camera angle, for example, from the left to the right; tilt means 
vertical movement of the camera angle, for example, pointing the camera up and down; track usually 
means the camera moves at a constant distance or parallel to the action, especially side-to-side movement 
(“Camera Moves,” MediaCollege.com); crane usually means the camera move from low to high shooting 
positions (Kyle, 2009). 	  
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editing, can thus be classified as the hard data, while the data describing spatial 

dimensions, such as the types of Camera Movement and Shot Scale are closer to the 

nature of soft data, because even though the definitions of these variables have been 

stabilized over years, when these variables are under coding process, there is still room 

for negotiation. For instance, there might be some scenarios that a certain type of camera 

movement within a shot would fall into a “gray area”— a negotiation between two types 

of subcategories as both types may seem applicable. Therefore, this type of data that 

entails a certain level of negotiation and is more related to the content of the video will 

generally fall into the category of soft data.  

Understanding the possible ways to segment and categorize the filmic data will be 

essentially the first step for us to conduct the statistical style analysis on films or any 

video files and further help us make decisions on selecting the proper types of data that 

could best answer the research questions. In this study, as the research question is to 

examine the Hollywood movie trailers’ editing pattern rhythm evolution over time, I 

choose to mainly focus on analyzing the hard data, and more specifically the temporal 

dimension of the filmic data.  

The Meaning of Information Visualization	  

Now since we are able to collect and segment the filmic metadata, the next 

question comes to how to process and make sense of it. Researchers recently estimated 

that about 1 exabyte (1 million terabytes15) of data is generated annually worldwide with 

99.997% of the data available only in digital form; however, without the adequate 

                                                
15	  A terabyte equals 1024 gigabytes (GB). 
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capability to analyze and make sense of it, most of the data become useless database 

dumps (Keim, 2001). The information visualization or data visualization thus has been 

significantly emphasized at both industrial and academic level in that it provides us an 

efficient manner to process a large set of data and deliver insights in a way that could 

largely reduce our cognitive load for processing complicated issues.  

The concept of information visualization or data visualization (also referred as 

infovis as the common abbreviation by Manovich, 2011) may not sound unfamiliar to us 

at a digital information technology booming age when the improved computational 

capabilities have largely facilitated the processing of vast quantities of data. It has been 

claimed “as a medium in its own right, with a wide range of expressive potential” 

(Rodenbeck, 2008, np).  

Despite the popularity of this concept, it seems not easy to come up with a 

definition of it, as there have been various types of infovis projects created nowadays 

(Manovich, 2011). However, some scholars still have provided some “provisional” 

definitions open for later modification. For example, Manovich (2011) defined infovis as 

“a mapping between discrete data and a visual representation” (p. 2), or “mapping from 

other cognitive modalities (such as mathematical and propositional) to an image 

modality” (p. 2). Some computer science researchers also added the dynamic and 

interactive layers to the definition: “information visualization is the communication of 

abstract data through the use of interactive visual interface” (Keim et al., 2006, p. 2), or 

“information visualization utilizes computer graphics and interaction to assist humans in 

solving problems” (Purchase, Andrienko, Jankun-Kelly, Ward, 2008, p. 58). However, 
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the question is is it possible to visualize the metadata of the videos or the video files 

themselves since the textures of them are already presented in a kind of visual format? 

According to Manovich (2011),  some researchers claim that information 

visualization differs from scientific visualization in that the former usually uses non-

numeric data (e.g., text analysis, networks relations) while the latter uses numeric data, 

however, Manovich disagrees with this argument by citing the network visualization as 

an example to illustrate that this type of information visualization includes both the 

structure of the network (non-numeric data) and the quantitative data of the strength of 

these connections (numeric data). I argue that the video and film data visualization also 

includes both types of visualization, namely, of the numerical data (e.g., statistical editing 

metadata of videos) visualization and non-numeric data (e.g., the textures of videos 

themselves) visualization. 

Video Statistical Metadata Visualization	  
	  

In terms of the editing metadata of the video file, just like any other statistical 

data, it can be presented in a square matrix with both metrics and dimensions. A good 

example is the table of values presented in Cinemetrics database site under each film title, 

as shown in Figure 1, where both metrics (e.g., number of shots, Average Shot Length, 

Median Shot Length, Maximum Shot Length and Minimum Shot Length) and dimensions 

(e.g., camera movement) were presented in a table of numeric figures.  

However, I regard the matrix as a lower level of visualization. Graphics then 

serves as a more advanced and more cognitively receptive way to visualize the statistical 

metadata of videos. For instance, the histogram (see Figure 4) and density curve (see 
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Figure 5) are more common to see in showing a single movie’s data distribution; a 

boxplot (see Figure 6) can be used to show either a single film’s or several films’ data 

distributions for comparison, and a scatterplot is more effective in presenting the 

distribution of a large dataset, for example, a large sample of film data (see Figure 7).  

 

Figure 4. The histogram of the shot length distribution of Lights of New York (1928)16. 
Note: the horizontal axis represents shot lengths in second less than 37 seconds, divided 
by120 bins; the vertical axis represents the frequency of different ranges of shot lengths. 
 
 

 
Figure 5. The density curve of the shot length distribution of Lights of New York 
(1928)17. Note: the horizontal axis represents shot lengths in second; the vertical axis 
represents the percentage of different ranges of shot lengths over all shot lengths.  
 
 
 

                                                
16 Data was output from the Cinemetrics database and visualized via R. 
17 Data was output from the Cinemetrics database and visualized via R.	  
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Figure 6. The boxplots of the shot length distribution of The Scarlet Empress (1934)18. 
Note: for the histogram in the left, the horizontal axis represents shot lengths in second; 
the vertical axis represents the frequency of different ranges of shot lengths; for the 
boxplot in the right, the middle line represents the median of the data, and the range 
between two whiskers represents 75% of the data. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 7. The scatterplot of the Average Shot Lengths for American films (1955-2005)19. 
 
 
 

                                                
18	  Graphics quoted from	  Baxter’s (2014) “Notes on Cinemetric Data Analysis” (p. 44).	  
19	  Graphics quoted from	  Baxter’s (2014) “Notes on Cinemetric Data Analysis” (p. 6).	  
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Video Textural Data Visualization	  
	  

Another way to visualize video data is to code directly to the video texture. 

However, the difficulty in visualizing the video texture which entails both temporal and 

spatial dimensions lies in the fact that “the layout in such visualizations is already fixed 

and cannot be arbitrarily manipulated” (Manovich, 2011, p. 41). On account of the 

emergence of a large number of novel information technologies, the visualization of ever 

larger and more complex and multidimensional datasets has become possible (Battista, 

Eades, Tamassia & Tollis, 1999). The scholarly researchers, software engineers, graphic 

designers and a team of members from multi-disciplinary backgrounds began to step into 

the field of digital video and image analysis and visualization to further explore the 

possibility. For example, one of the prominent projects is the website called Software 

Studies (softwarestudies.com), developed by Professor Lev Manovich and a team of 

software engineers. The main goal of the website is to work with “big culture data” and 

serve as a major platform to post and communicate the newest digital image and video 

visualization projects assisting culture analytics and digital humanity scholarly research. 

Among them, one of the most prominent projects in digital video visualization is Cinema 

Redux, created by designer Brendan Dawes in 2004. The way the visualization works is 

to sample a film at a rate of one frame per second, and then scale down the pixels of each 

frame to 6x8. Then these frames were arranged in a rectangular grid with each row 

presenting a single minute of the film, as shown in Figure 8. The advantage of this format 

of visualization is that it preserves as many details as possible of the original artifact and 

the general color pattern and content dynamics of the film can be easily visualized. 
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However, the disadvantage is that we cannot capture the editing rhythm segmented by the 

shot boundaries, editing structure and any other editing dynamics from this visualization.   

 

Figure 8. The Cinema Redux texture visualization of Gone with Wind (1939)20. 

 
Another prominent project is a website that displays all kinds of work portfolios 

specializing in digital video visualization; it was done by independent graphic designer 

Frederic Brodbeck21. It is also called Cinemetrics but under a different domain name 

(http://cinemetrics.fredericbrodbeck.de/). He took a different approach to visualize the 

video textures by highlighting the shot boundaries and the average color display of the 

video file. A typical visualization he created is shown below in Figure 9, which I call 

“color wheel visualization”. For this type of visualization, not only the general color hue 

                                                
20 Screen shot from http://www.brendandawes.com/projects/cinemaredux 
21 Frederic Brobeck, graphic designer, Github page: http://github.com/freder/cinemetrics. 
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variations over the whole movie, but also the shot length of each shot (the size of each 

sector area in each color wheel visualization in Figure 9), the editing rhythm (the amount 

of boundaries between sectors) as well as the length of overall films (the perimeter of 

each color wheel in Figure 9) could all be captured and compared. Though the content 

details in this type of visualization are now more abstract, the general editing structure 

and rhythm of each film are better outlined and highlighted in this way.   

Figure 9. The texture visualization of three movies: The Matrix (1999), The Simpson 
Movie (2007), The Shining (1980)22. 
 

Later, Brodbeck also developed an animated and interactive digital video 

visualization project publicized on his website (cinemetrics.site), wherein a number of 

films’ color wheel visualization graphics are displayed but in a more dynamic and 

animated mode so that a sense of how the film is edited and in what pace and rhythm as 

well as the average color hue could be better captured. In addition, the visualization 

project is also interactive, as it allows the comparison of dynamic visualizations of 

different films to be displayed together by selecting their titles, series, directors’ names 

                                                
22 Graphics screen shot from http://cinemetrics.fredericbrodbeck.de/	  
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and so on. More visualization details can be found by visiting the website: 

cinemetrics.site.  

Moreover, another independent coder, Ben Goertz23, has further modified 

Brodbeck’s script and made it more user-friendly and easier to run on Linux operating 

system through the Oracle VM VirtualBox24 after the OpenCV25. The program can 

largely automatize and facilitate the process of video shot boundary detection and editing 

metadata collection under a user-friendly environment. The output of the data includes 

both raw statistical data and some visualization graphics. The raw data includes some 

editing metadata, such as the number of frames, the Motion Index26 within each frame, 

the Motion Index within each shot, the top ten RGB27 color values and so on; the 

visualization graphics include both the statistical metadata visualization of x-y plots for 

each individual video file (see Figure 10)  and also the textural visualization that 

resembles Brodbeck’s color wheel visualization but in a rectangular format, which I call 

“color bar code visualization” (see Figure 11).  

                                                
23 Ben Geortz, video producer, Gitbub page : http://github.com/freder/cinemetrics 
24 Oracle VM VirtualBox is “powerful Cross-platform Virtualization Software for x86-based system” from 
Oracle Corporation. It can be installed on various operation system (e.g., Windows, Linux, Mac OS X and 
Solarisx86 computers) and allows multiple Virtual Machines to be run on different operating systems on 
the same computer at the same time. [Oracle official website]. Retrieved from 
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/server-storage/virtualbox/overview/index.html 
25 OpenCV refers to Open Source Computer Vision Library; it is an open source library for image and 
video analysis; it has been extensively used around the world with more than 2,500 optimized algorithms in 
C++ program (Culjak, Pribanic, Dzapo, Cifrek, 2012). More information can be accessed at  
http://opencv.org.  
26 Motion means “the optical change created by moving objects, people, and shadows” (Cutting et al., 2011, 
p. 571). Motion index is an index developed by the programmer Frederic Brodbeck to show the level of 
dramatic pixel change in motion pictures; the detailed calculation of motion index is introduced in Chapter 
4, Methods. 
27 RGB is a computer color system with a combination of three color values of red, green and blue for 
generating a new color that is visible in computer display. [WhatIs.com]. Retrieved from 
http://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/RGB-red-green-and-blue 
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Figure 10. X-y plot of the motion trend of Jurassic World’s (2015) trailer28. Note: the 
horizontal x-axis represents the sequence of the shots, and the vertical y-axis represents 
the amount of motions contained in each shot. 
 

 
 

Figure 11. Color bar code visualization of Jurassic World’s (2015) trailer29.  Note: each 
horizontal block represents a shot; the colors within each block visualize the top 10 RGB 
colors, and their sizes represent the percentage of pixels in this color out of the total 
pixels in the top 10 colors. 
                                                
28 The graphic was output directly from Geortz’s program by inputting the video file accessed from 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RFinNxS5KN4. 
29 The visualization graphic was output directly from Geortz’s program by inputting the video file accessed 
from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RFinNxS5KN4. 
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The color bar code visualization is both useful and popular even at industry level 

for either consumer research or commercial purpose. For example, Netflix has utilized 

the color bar code visualization (see Figure 12) to research and compare audience’s 

preference and taste on various types of media stimuli, for both still images (e.g., movie 

posters) and video clips, so as to optimize its video recommendation algorithm (Simon, 

2012). As for commercial purpose, some people developed websites (e.g., 

http://thecolorsofmotion.com/films or http://moviebarcode.tumblr.com/ ) to display the 

color bar code visualizations for different popular movies. They then sell the copyrights 

of these visualizations to clients for varied purposes, e.g., for developing patterns on T-

shirts, or for creating wallpapers for home decoration, or merely for fans’ interest of 

keeping them as a souvenir.  

 
 
Figure 12. Color bar code comparison of TV Series - Hemlock Grove (2013-2015), 
House of Cards (2013), and Arrested Development (2013)30.  

                                                
30 Screen shot retrieved online in 2014 from http://www.wired.com/insights/2014/03/big-data-lessons-
netflix/ 
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However, as Manovich (2011) noted, the outcome of visualization will represent a 

trade-off between two possible extremes: preserving as many details as possible of the 

original artifact and abstracting its structure completely. While either extreme is more 

advantageous versus the other in terms of different research purposes, the former seeks to 

maintain the original details and aesthetic experience as much as it can, while the latter is 

more effective in revealing overall structure or pattern in a more abstract manner. For 

example, the Cinema Redux visualization project mentioned above (see Figure 8) is more 

subject to the former scenario as it tries to preserve as many details as possible but in a 

smaller scale; the color wheel and color bar code visualizations (see Figure 9, Figure 11 

and Figure 12) fall into the latter one as they provide more abstract visualizations of the 

original information. However, no matter what types of visualization we use to capture 

the data, there is still a certain level of information loss that is inevitable. In addition, 

although the information visualization indeed largely helps us reduce the cognitive load 

to process complicated issues and capture the meaning of a vast majority of the data more 

conveniently, it is still based on our perception, or more specifically, it is till based on our 

visual perception and feeling, which is moderated by a certain level of subjectivity. 

Hence, the statistical data analysis and test are essentially necessary as a way to help us 

obtain better evidence for our argument, capture the subtle differences and answer more 

complicated research questions. For example, in Figure 9, although we can directly 

visualize the major color differences among the three movies, it is hard for us to tell 

whether the cutting rates or ASLs of the three movies are similar or different in a 
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statistically significant way, and I suggest that a combination of both graphic 

visualization and statistical analysis are useful in capturing the meaning of the data.  
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CHAPTER 3 

MOVIE TRAILERS – THE SPECTACLE AND THE HISTORY 

In this section, the definition and the characteristics of movie trailers are 

introduced, the concept of the movie trailer as the spectacle of the movies is discussed 

and the history of movie trailer development is reviewed to help propose the hypotheses.  

Movie Trailers as the Unique Promotional Narratives	  

            To study movie trailers, the definition and characteristics of movie trailers should 

be understood. A movie trailer has been defined as “a brief film text that usually displays 

images from a specific feature film while asserting its excellence, and that is created for 

the purpose of projecting in theaters to promote a film’s theatrical release” (Kernan, 

2004, p. 1). Hughes and Stapleton (2005) once defined a trailer as “a richly compacted, 

passive audio-visual montage of the movie shown prior to current release” (p. 42). There 

are common features of movie trailers, as summarized by Kernan (2004), which include 

“some sort of introductory or concluding address to the audience about the film either 

through titles or narration, selected scenes from the film, montages of quick-cut action 

scenes, and identification of significant cast members or characters” (p. 9). 

Based on these descriptions above, movie trailers usually include a montage that 

contains discontinuous editing of selected shots and scenes from narrative films, which 

make them appear to lack coherent plots or linear chronologies; however, narrative still 

exists in this process, as Kernan stated: 

Trailers are themselves little stories constructed within the anticipatory dimension 
of capitalist realism in which carefully selected individual cinematic images, 
dynamically combined in highly teleological editing structures, shine with a 
surface gloss of exaggerated spectacularity. (Kernan, 2004, p. 10) 
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Therefore, a trailer can also be regarded as a narrative, but it is a unique form of a 

narrative (Oh, Chung & Han, 2014) with nonlinearity (Rieser, 1997). For instance, 

Kernan (2004) has identified “genres, stories and stars” as three principal rhetorical 

appeals of the movie trailers while “spectacle” and “realism” are two affective cues 

serving these three principal appeals (p. 41). Similar to studying the advertising 

discourse, by analyzing and identifying which of the above three rhetorical appeals the 

trailers are focused on, the type of promotional narratives and the rhetorical structure 

developed by production companies to appeal to certain types of audiences can thus be 

analyzed and observed. Therefore, a trailer can be considered as an abbreviated film story 

but with new logics, or new times and spaces that are reconstructed by carefully selecting 

various cinematic images in an edited structure. Hence, the movie trailers, though not 

completely equivalent to the entire movies, possess their own unique narrative styles and 

structural patterns that can be further explored by adopting the statistical style analysis 

methods that have been applied to the entire movies’ analysis. 

The success or failure of a movie is often determined in its first week of release. 

To make the opening week successful, movie producers must create effective movie 

promotion strategies usually weeks to months prior to the movie release date (Stapleton 

& Hughes, 2005), and the movie trailer, often serving as both the preview and the 

promotional advertising for the movie, plays a significant role in piquing audience 

interest and building their expectations for an upcoming film (Devlin, Chamber & 

Callison, 2011; Stapleton & Hughes, 2005).   
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Among various forms of advertising, movie trailers are the most influential for 

movie promotions (Devlin, Chamber & Callison, 2011). According to the statistics in 

Statista, movie trailers have been listed by the largest portion (48 percentage) of 

respondents in the United States as the primary factor that influences their decisions to 

see a movie (“Which of the following, if any, help you decide what you see at the 

movies,” 2013). Academic researchers have also found that the trailer is the key factor 

that influences their choices of movies (Faber & O’Guinn, 1984) as well as the decision 

to see a movie (Austin, 1981; Faber & O’Guinn, 1984), and the exposure to movie 

trailers in advance increases audience’s expectations of a film (Eastman et al., 1985).  

Contemporary trailers are also a huge and profitable business with production 

costs ranging from $40,000 to $100,000 and even higher (Kernan, 2004). As Hediger 

(1999) noted, in the contemporary market, trailers are very cost-effective because they 

only require about 4.5% of the movie advertising budget but have the potential to help 

generate 20% of the film’s box-office revenue.  

Despite the important role of movie trailers in effective movie advertisement as 

well as the expanded research on movie trailers, the topic is still underdeveloped and 

neglected within media studies (Greene, Johnston & Vollans, 2014). Moreover, the 

production of movie trailers is still very subjective and relies on producers’ experience 

and intuition, and the qualitative evaluations and research on movie trailers are somewhat 

ambiguous (Yanagisawa, Iida & Amasaka, 2013). Thus, applying the quantitative method 

of a statistical stylistic analysis to the movie trailer studies will provide an alternative and 

innovative means to understand both the internal and external editing structure of movie 

trailers, and explore the common norms as well as the differences in the editing patterns 
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of movie trailers over different time periods and different genres. This approach will not 

only help researchers overcome the subjectivity and limitations resulting from individual 

researchers’ experiences and knowledge in selecting a few movies as a sample for case 

studies or analyses, but also provide a stronger argument based on a large scale of data 

with statistically significant evidence. 

Movie Trailers as the Spectacle of the Movies 

The concept of the “spectacle” was originally introduced by Guy Debord (1967) 

as a way to explain “a great diversity of apparent phenomena” in society (section 10). It 

was later developed by Kellner (2003) to describe “a media and consumer society 

organized around the production and consumption of images, commodities and stage 

events” (p. 2); however, Kellner further developed the concept by proposing the concept 

of the “media spectacle”, which describes the phenomenon of the media culture that 

embodies the contemporary society’s basic values. To illustrate this, Kellner cited various 

media phenomena of contemporary society, such as celebrities, entertainment, sports, 

television, film, theater, fashion, and food. Among them, he explained that film was a 

spectacle that connotes the Hollywood culture of glamour, publicity, fashion and excess. 

According to him, “film has incorporated the mechanics of spectacle into its form, style, 

and special effects. Films are hyped into spectacle through advertising and trailers that 

are ever louder, more glitzy, and razzle-dazzling” (Keller, 2006, p. 6). Based on this 

argument, if contemporary films have incorporated the mechanics of a spectacle, then as 

the means of advertising and promoting films, trailers enhance and accentuate this 

spectacle with an even higher level of effects from all perspectives.  
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According to Salt (1992), “all films can be considered to lie on a spectrum 

between these two extremes, with greater or lesser degree of distortion (or 

transformation) of reality being introduced in various ways” (p. 24). Although films are 

created to tell stories that will inevitably reflect the reality of human society with cultural, 

economic and political values embedded into them, the motion pictures can always be 

manipulated through various editing techniques, such as using a montage, zoom in and 

zoom out camera movements, presenting film in black and white instead of in color, 

soundtracks and special effects to create a visual experience that might not exist in 

reality. Therefore, films contain a certain level of distortion of reality. If films are 

considered to be a spectacle of the reality, then trailers can be viewed as a spectacle of the 

films they preview, because the degree to which the trailers can represent and reflect the 

authenticity of the original films is also a spectacle, thus, trailers can be considered as the 

spectacle of the spectacle. Trailers do not simply represent or reflect the original narrative 

films, but also precede the films as a type of new narrative content and experience that 

attempts to sell to the audience by creating hyper effects and present films as 

commodities. For instance, Kernan (2004) noted:  

The notion of spectacle, or ‘the show’ as experience or attractions rather than 
narrative content, precedes film, in such forms of entertainment as vaudeville (and 
other popular theatrical forms) and circus, which exemplify different ways of 
combining attractions with an anticipatory promotional address to audiences. (p. 
18)  
 
Therefore, the relationship between the trailers and the narrative films they 

promote has double meanings:  

On one hand, trailers represent the narrative films they preview. Trailers are 

sourced from the narrative films by sampling different shots and scenes from the films. 
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According to Hediger (1999), the contemporary trailers follow a “two-third formula,” 

which means usually about two-thirds of the films’ stories are revealed by the trailers. 

Following this formula, if the quoted samples can represent two-thirds of their original 

populations, then an assumption can be made that as the quoted sample of the films they 

preview, trailers should represent their original films and carry certain narrative styles of 

the films.  

On the other hand, trailers are the hyperboles of the films they promote. The 

trailer has been described as “a long-standing popular form of promotional narrative 

(which both sells and tells a reconfigured version of a film narrative)” (Kernan, 2004, p. 

2).  This is because producers can always employ multi-faceted editing techniques, such 

as voice-over narration, sound, music, graphics and montage, to reconstruct a new 

narrative with the hyper promotional effects in trailers to create audience’ desire to view 

the fictive world. Moreover, the durations of the trailers are quite short, usually varying 

from 30 seconds to 4.5 minutes (Eastman, Bradbury, & Nemes, 1985; Wasko, 2003), and 

in recent decades, they have stabilized at around 2 minutes and 30 seconds or so (Hou et 

al., 2015); the limitation of the time span requires that the trailer must tell the story of a 

film in a highly condensed and attractive fashion, which often means that the most 

exciting, funny, or otherwise noteworthy parts of the film will be presented in a trailer in 

a highly condensed form without including spoilers (Hou et al., 2015). Similarly, Kernan 

(2004) also argued, “the fast pace of most trailers accentuates the film’s surface of 

cinematic spectacle, displaying the film’s shiniest wares, or most attractive images, 

positioning it as a commodity for sales” (p. 10). Therefore, a trailer, which is a form of 
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advertisement or narrative promotion, similar to a shop window (Kernan, 2004), usually 

contains the best parts of a film to effectively market and sell the film.  

While a certain level of distortion does exist, the types of distortion can be 

different in their own right. On one hand, a trailer has been described as a hyperbole, or 

supertext that precedes a given film (Kernan, 2004), and thus contains a certain degree of 

exaggeration or inflation. On the other hand, it can also be distorted in a way that 

misrepresents the original film and even misleads the audience (Goldwyn, 1951; 

Thompson, 1937; Lewis, 1933), as the example described in some literature notes: 

“popular discourse around the trailer is based almost wholly on claims of 

misrepresentation and textual reliability in relation to its big brother, the feature film” 

(Greene, Johnston, & Vollans, 2014, p. 1).  

Based on the above discussion, as the spectacle of the movies they preview and 

promote, movie trailers can be both the representatives that reveal and reflect certain 

structures or narrative styles of the original movies and the hyperboles that precede and 

accentuate the given films. Thus, it is worthwhile to explore whether or not the evolution 

of the overall movies’ editing styles, patterns and norms have been reflected in trailers in 

the past several decades as well as whether there are some similarities and differences. 

Movie Trailers as the Spectacle of the Audience	  

Because the movie trailers are the promotional narratives designed to target 

specific demographic audiences, they thus become a spectacle that illustrates how the 

production companies view their audiences and promote their movies as commodities. 

“Theatrical trailers, central components of any film’s promotional campaign, make 
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assumptions about their audiences” (Kernan, 2004, p. 34). This was particularly true 

during the 1970s, when the market research-driven promotion began to be utilized by the 

movie companies to help them determine what niche audience they wanted to appeal to, 

and trailers were then designed and edited in a way that would more specifically attract 

their targeted groups (Kernan, 2004). For instance, 

Analysis of trailers as a unique cinematic form can bring a greater critical 
awareness to audiences’ readings not only of trailers themselves, but of the 
variety of marketing-laden texts comprising the contemporary visual culture 
industry as a whole. (p. 2) 
 
Today’s trailer “supertext”— that is, the total “set” of trailers preceding a given 
film—offers its own metasignifying properties, often indicating to audiences the 
assumptions studios and/or exhibitors have made about the demographics to 
which the particular film will appeal. (p. 16) 
 
Therefore, the movie trailers provide a text to better read the audience and thus 

become the spectacle used to understand how the Hollywood production companies view, 

interpret, and predict their targeted audience’s preferences. 

Some studies have shown that the increasing pace in movies created through 

increased cuts and shortened shot lengths in editing can improve an audience’s attention 

and immersion in the films (Oh, Chung & Han, 2014; Stapleton, Hughes & Smith, 2005; 

Bordwell, 2006). Therefore, examining movie trailers’ editing patterns and the rhythm 

evolution over the years will provide clues regarding how the Hollywood movie and 

trailer production companies have understood and interpreted their audience and how 

those companies have developed strategies to attract and compete for audience attention 

during different historical periods.  
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History of Movie Trailer Development-Moving Toward the Formulaic	  

Kernan (2004) has divided the historical development of trailers into three major 

stages: the classical era prior to the1940s, the transitional era from the 1950s through 

1975, and the contemporary New Hollywood era from 1975 onwards.  The marks to 

divide these eras are the types of audience profiles that the film and trailer production 

companies pursued. 

The classical era prior to the 1940s is described as the “mythic universal 

American” or “undifferentiated audience” stage, in which no strategies were needed for 

studios to attract different types of “niche audiences” to the theater, though in practice the 

hierarchy for privileged groups with economic advantages still implicitly existed in the 

film distribution system; for example, the privileged group (usually rich people) can 

enjoy the film screening in advance (Kernan, 2004). During this era, “the job of the trailer 

is not so much to appeal to a specific audience as to avoid alienating any potential 

audience” (Kernan, 2004, p. 26).  

The transitional era from the 1950s up to 1975 is described as the “chasing the 

elusive audience” period and it is also described as the “post-classical pre-New 

Hollywood era”. During this period, the marketing research companies began to enter the 

theatrical area and the notion that different films might have different types of target 

audiences was emphasized (Kernan, 2004). In addition, a remarkable watershed was that 

around the 1950s, television emerged and became a big competitor that potentially 

threatened the film industry, as evidenced in Kernan’s comments:  

During the fifties, the need to re-inscribe faith in Hollywood films was a clear 
mandate for the industry and its promotional mechanism at a time when television 
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was captivating audiences, most of whom had moved to suburbs and away from 
the city center’s traditional site of movie spectatorship. (Kernan, 2004, p. 29)  
 
During this period, the Hollywood producers were forced to search for new means 

to cast a net as wide as possible audiences to maintain the film box office revenue, which 

means their target audiences expanded to a wider demographical profile, for example, 

from mainly creating adult-themed films to developing more and more teenager-themed 

films and targeting at teenagers.  The movies’ competition with television market was 

reflected in several new features in productions at that time, such as the widescreen 

format, the new sound system, increased location shooting, recruiting new stars and 

developing new ways for stars to attract audience attention, changes in performances 

styles, including adult themes, and “new paradigms of realism,” and “all of these efforts 

were strongly foregrounded in trailers of the time” (Kernan, 2004, p. 28 & p. 122). This 

era can be further divided into two sub-periods of trailer production: the era of the 

National Screen Service31 (NSS), which dominated the 1950s and the 

roadshow/experimental period from the late 1960s to the early 1970s, during which the 

extensive experimentation in industrial practice, film form, and content occurred, 

following a conglomeration trend in the industry while the major studios were bought by 

large multinational firms that were interested in various media forms, products and cross-

promotion. Therefore, it is interesting to explore whether the new strategies in coping 

with television competition and the experimentation on the new features and new forms 

of the films can also be reflected and identified in the editing structures and styles of the 

                                                
31	  The	  National Screen Service is the earliest company that began to create film trailers from transferred 
film stills without the permission of studios and later gained support from studios who began to supply NSS 
with the footage to advertise films.	  
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movie trailers during this period. However, the identification of films’ target audience 

and the way in which the trailers should be designed to appeal to them were still not so 

clear and mature during this period. Therefore, this period that served as a transitional era 

between the classical Hollywood trailer era and the New Hollywood formulaic 

blockbuster-driven trailer era was also described as the “post-classical pre-New 

Hollywood era” and was characterized by an “identity crisis” (Kernan, 2004, p. 120). 

The contemporary era is marked by the watershed year of 1974 with the box-

office success of Jaws, which symbolized that Hollywood had entered into a “New 

Hollywood era” along with the contemporary blockbuster economy. During this time, the 

“global audience family” had become the major target and goal for the theatrical industry 

(Kernan, 2004). The trailers during this period became highly formulaic and predictable, 

because the conglomeration of the high concept32 blockbuster models and the marketing- 

driven promotional regimes have impacted on the trailer industry and resulted in a high 

concept of trailer formula. This means that the film trailers all followed a highly 

promotional yet predictable model that featured the “rhetorical logic of the dominant 

blockbuster market” (Kernan, 2004, p. 163). They became even more formulaic than 

those in the transitional period; for example, many trailers of the time included 

“overdramatized, overspectacularized, or oversexed” scenes that may seem hyperreal and 

unreflective of the original movies at all (Kernan, 2004, p. 164).  Meanwhile, “as large an 

audience as possible” has been given a new meaning in the context of the Hollywood 

global market in which the goal is to reach more than a single specific demographic 

                                                
32	  High concept was originally defined by Justin Wyatt (1994) as “the look, the hook and the book,” which 
attempts to delineate the characteristics of contemporary films that emphasize style in production with the 
integration of marketing, as cited by Kernan (2004).	  
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audience (Kernan, 2004, p. 164). Because trailers at the contemporary age are subject to a 

highly formulaic model, it is highly possible that certain common features, styles or 

norms can be identified in trailers’ editing patterns and structures during this period, 

which might be different from that of other historical periods. 

In addition, the technological development in the contemporary age has led to the 

generation of many digital video streaming platforms, such as YouTube, Netflix, and 

Hulu, and also some social media platforms, such as Facebook, and Twitter. Meanwhile, 

the advancements of digital video streaming hardware devices, such as mobile phones, 

tablets, and personal computers, on one hand largely facilitated the trailers’ distribution, 

and on the other hand could all potentially affect the way in which the trailers were 

produced to meet the multi-screen and multi-platform streaming requirements (e.g. the 

trailers for mobile device distribution tends to be shorter). 

Thus, an assumption can be made that the films as well as the trailers should have 

undergone some changes to adapt to the economic structure and to satisfy the streaming 

requirements of various newly evolved media platforms and devices. Therefore, it is 

plausible to hypothesize that the social economic change as well as the technological 

innovation during different decades will affect movie trailers’ editing patterns and styles 

and will necessitate changes.   
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CHAPTER 4 

RATIONALE, RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND HYPOTHESES 

James Cutting is another prominent scholar who has contributed to the field of 

film statistical stylistic analyses in many ways. He has led a couple of important studies 

that provide innovative thoughts and research methods in the field for examining film 

editing patterns, styles and structural changes over time. For instance, the study 

“Attention and the Evolution of Hollywood Film” (Cutting, DeLong & Nothelfer, 2010) 

has defined a 1/f shot editing pattern among 150 chosen films that could better fit the 

audience’s cognitive process. His recent study “Quicker, Faster, Darker: Changes in 

Hollywood Film over 75 Years” (Cutting, Brunick, DeLong, Iricinschi & Candan, 2011) 

is the primary inspiration and reference for this research and study design. The study 

suggests four major changes in Hollywood films. First, the shot lengths have become 

shorter, which is in accordance with the result of some other research that identified the 

increased cutting rates of movies over the years (e.g., Bordwell, 2006; Salt, 1992). 

Second, the contemporary films have more motions and camera movements (also known 

as visual activity in the given study) than older films. Third, shorter shots have 

proportionately more motions than longer shots in contemporary films. Finally, the 

luminance of the films has become darker.  

According to the literature review above, the trailer development has undergone a 

series of major changes in history especially during the past half century due to the 

technology innovation and socio - economic structure change manifested in movie 

industry, and these changes should also affect and shape the trailer production process, 

which is mainly reflected in their editing structure and style changes, because editing is 
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the major way that movie-makers manipulate the motion pictures to create the desired 

effect, and the editing techniques are also highly reflective of the technological 

improvements (e.g. the contemporary digital technologies make the cuts between 

different shots much easier to be done than before). Therefore, it is plausible to propose 

this research hypothesis: 

H1. The trailers’ editing patterns and styles have undergone some identifiable 

changes over the past 50 years. 

Furthermore, based upon the above literature review and discussion, movie 

trailers, as the unique promotional narratives and as the spectacle of the movies they 

preview and promote, on one hand, represent and reflect the movie narratives they 

preview and may carry particular characteristics and styles from the original movies, and 

on the other hand, exceed the films they promote as hyperboles or supertexts with a 

certain level of distortion. Therefore, trailers as the spectacle of the movies may or may 

not reflect the original movies’ editing style and structure change. However, this 

argument is only based on a qualitative analysis in which media spectacle theories and 

literature were analyzed; it is also necessary to investigate in a quantitative way whether 

the evolution of movie trailers’ editing patterns aligns with the evolution of the entire 

movies’ editing patterns over time by seeking statistical evidences. Thus, the research 

questions and hypotheses are proposed, and they will be answered and tested using the 

statistical stylistic analysis on film editing metadata. 

RQ1.  Does the evolution of trailers’ editing patterns align with the evolution of 

the overall movies’ editing patterns over the past 50 years? 

RQ1a. Has the average shot length of the trailers become shorter over time? 
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RQ1b. Have the motions and camera movements in trailers increased over time? 

RQ1c. Do the shorter shots proportionately have more motions than longer shots, 

and has this effect become stronger over time? 

RQ1d. Has the luminance of trailers become darker over time? 

Movies have different genres and genres sometimes do affect the movies’ editing 

styles. For instance, Bordwell stated about movies in 1980s:  

Most mainstream films had ASLs of between 5 and 7 seconds, and, again, many 
films averaged between 4 and 5 seconds — not only action films like Raiders of 
the Lost Ark and Lethal Weapon (1987) but also dramas (Stand by Me and The 
Right Stuff, both 1983; Amadeus, 1984; The breakfast Club, 1985). We also find 
more films with ASLs in the 3-to-4-second range. Most were action pictures or 
movies influenced by music videos, such as Road Warrior (1981), Pink Floyd: 
The Wall (1982), Tron (1982), WarGames (1983), Streets of Fire (1984), 
Highlander (1986), Top Gun (1986), Near Dark (1987), Alien Nation (1988), and 
Black Rain (1989). (Bordwell, 2006, p. 122) 
 
He then commented on the contemporary American films around 2000s that 

“action films tend to be cut at a scorching tempo, fast cutting governs all genres” 

(Bordwell, 2006, p. 122). 

As trailers are sampled from the movie narratives and thus may represent and 

reflect the original movies’ narrative style, the genres of the original movies might also 

affect the trailers’ editing styles, but will the genre effect be mitigated due to the highly 

condensed and accentuated hyperbole feature of the movie trailers? Cutting et al.’s 

(2010) study indicated that the evolution of movies’ editing pattern remained the same 

across all genres, but then does this trend and effect also apply to movie trailers?  To 

answer this question, the second research question is proposed:  

RQ2. Does the movie trailers’ editing pattern evolution over years remain the 

same across different genres? 
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CHAPTER 5 

METHODS 

In this chapter, the measurement variables for movie trailers, which are used as 

dependent variables in statistical tests, the sampling methods as well as the data (both the 

video files and the videos’ metadata) collection methods will be introduced. 

Measurement Variables 

In measuring the films’ or trailers’ editing patterns and styles, three variables are 

considered to be effective in capturing the basic parameters of them: shot length, motion 

index, and color. 

Shot Length	  

As discussed above in the section, “filmic data segmentation from macro-

perspective” (p. 22), a shot is the basic measurement unit of the temporal dimension of 

video files. A shot is “the moment between the time a camera starts rolling and stops,” or 

“continuous footage or a sequence between two edits or cuts” (Hou et al., 2015, p. 1952). 

The measurement variable — Average Shot Length (ASL) has been widely criticized as 

being inefficient in capturing the editing dynamic of the films, being sensitive to the 

outliers (Redfern, 2012) and being highly skewed (Baxter, 2012a), while the Median Shot 

Length (MSL) has been recommended (Redfern, 2012). However, ASL is still a 

commonly adopted parameter that measures the cutting rates of the films in many studies 

(e.g., Cutting et al., 2010; 2011; Salt, 2006; 2009) and holds validity, especially when 

comparing the mean differences of a large sample of data. In addition, the Standard 
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Deviation of shot lengths, which Tsivian (2009) has described as cutting swings, was also 

used in this study to better capture shot length variations. 

Motion and Movement 

According to Cutting et al. (2011), motion is “the optical change created by 

moving objects, people, and shadows” (p. 571), and movement is “the change created by 

camera motion or gradual lens change” (Gibson, 1954, as cited by Cutting et al., 2011, p. 

571). The way that motion was calculated in Cutting et al.’s (2011) study was by 

correlating the next-adjacent frames along the length of each film, such as frames 1&3, 

2&4, 3&5, and so forth (the reason they avoid adjacent frames is due to the imperfectly 

digitized media files). They then took the median of the correlation value of all pairs of 

frames and generated a Visual Activity Index (VAI); however, in this study, on account of 

the efficiency of the computer program, the Motion Index (MI) data were automatically 

generated by the computer program. The way that the MI is calculated is as follows: 

subtract the color value of each pixel in the previous frame from that of the current frame, 

and the outcome value is then tested against a threshold of 10. If the value is more than 

10, then the computer program will count one; finally, take the number of pixels that are 

over the threshold 10 and divide them by the total number of pixels in the image. The 

outcome percentage is the MI value. Therefore, without skipping the frames in the 

calculation, compared with the VAI, the MI is more precise in capturing the dramatic 

color and pixel changes within each frame of the video textures. In this study, the MI was 

used to measure the amount of motions and camera movements in films as it is more 

precise. 
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Color	  

Color is another important film measurement variable because films are 

composed of visual images that are formed by numerous kinds of color combinations. 

Several studies have found the correlations between colors and human emotions. In 

general, the results suggest that the brighter colors are more associated with positive 

emotions, and the darker colors are more associated with negative emotions (Fredrickson, 

2001; Boyatzis, Varghese, 1994; Hemphill, 1966); other studies have indicated that the 

luminance affects the observers’ search performances for visual images (Krupinski, 

Roehrig, Furukawa, 1999). Therefore, color, as a measurement variable, is essentially 

important, as it implies the emotions related to the messages that the films or trailers are 

attempting to deliver. For instance, in Figure 9, by simply examining the color wheel 

visualization graphics of the two movies: The Matrix and The Simpsons, it can easily be 

observed that the former’s color theme is generally darker and deeper, while the latter is 

brighter and more colorful, which in general is consistent with the major theme and 

messages the films are attempting to deliver. The former is more serious and mysterious, 

and the latter is more comical and light-hearted. In this study, the luminance was 

measured by referring to Cutting et al.’s (2011) study to examine whether the luminance 

of the movie trailers has changed over the past sixty years. Since the output data from the 

Goertz’s computer program contained only the top ten color’s RGB values and their 

weights for each film, a formula (0.21R+0.72G+0.07B, Cook, 2009) for transferring the 

RGB value into color luminosity was then used to convert the RGB colors into a 

grayscale luminosity value.  
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Sampling Methods	  

As the primary research target is focused on trailers of the Hollywood’s most 

popular movies’ editing styles, the samples of movie trailers were mainly selected from 

the top Hollywood box-office films. However, this does not mean that the commercially 

less successful films, the independent films, any other highly-rated films, or even the 

poorly-rated films are not important; it is simply beyond the scope of this study to include 

all the movie data over time. Therefore, this study will only focus on the trailers of 

Hollywood top box-office movies. Although the result might be highly skewed due to the 

commercially successful movies and their trailers, the conclusion of the analysis will only 

be representative of the trailers of the most popular and commercially successful movies 

in Hollywood. 

The major movie database used for the sample selection was the Box-office Mojo 

(http://www.boxofficemojo.com/), which is a part of IMDB ( www.IMDB.com). 

However, the Box-office Mojo only contains movies’ box-office data from 1980 and 

onwards. To obtain the film’s box office data prior to 1980, another movie database 

website, The Numbers (http://www.the-numbers.com/movies/#tab=year ), was then used 

for movie sampling from the year 1951 to the year 1979. In terms of sample selection 

criteria, the movies that ranked within the top two for box-office revenue for the year 

were selected from 1951 to 2015 with a total number of 130 movies. For each five-year 

interval, there were ten movies sampled. The advantage of this sampling method was that 

regardless of the number of years grouped together as one timeline interval, the sample 

size was always evenly distributed. While both methods ensured ten movie samples for 

each five-year interval, this sampling method is slightly different from the method used in 
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the studies by Cutting et al. (2010; 2011), in which they selected ten films in a single year 

for each five-year interval from 1935 to 2005. For example, in 1935, ten movies released 

during the year 1935 were selected as samples, and in 1940, another ten movies released 

during the year 1940 were selected as samples...and so on. Therefore, compared to the 

sampling method used in the Cutting et al.’s (2010; 2011) studies, the sampling method 

in this study ensured that the data was scattered across five years instead of focusing on 

only one year. For the sample list and the relevant information about each trailer, please 

refer to Appendix A.  

As the primary sampling criteria was the films’ box-office revenue, the genres of 

the films were not controlled during the sampling process; therefore, genres were not 

evenly distributed. The genres are classified according to IMDB genre tags, while in this 

study, only one particularly obvious genre was picked for each film by using the first 

genre tag listed by IMDB, which was also double checked by me through analyzing the 

storyline of the whole movie. The distribution of the genres of the 130 film samples are 

shown as below in Table 1.  

Table 1 

Genre Distribution of the Sampled Films 
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Data Collection Methods	  

After the movie sample list was confirmed, two types of data were then obtained. 

The first one was the media files of the media stimuli, which are the movie trailers, and 

the other was the editing metadata of the media files.  

Media File Data Collection	  

Currently, an increasing number of movie trailers can be found streamed online. 

Of nearly ten billion videos watched online annually, film trailers rank the third, right 

after news and user-created videos (Merin, 2008, as cited by Hou et al., 2015). YouTube 

press statistics33 indicate that Youtube currently has more than a billion users, which is 

about one-third of all people on the Internet, and YouTube offers more than two billion 

videos daily (Hobfeld, Seufert, Schatz, 2011). When the keywords “movie trailer” were 

searched using YouTube’s search function, there were nearly 4.5 billion results on March 

14, 2016. For this reason, YouTube is an ideal source for selecting and downloading 

movie trailer videos.  

For the movie sampling list, each trailer was searched on YouTube by using the 

keywords of a movie’s title along with “trailer” or “official trailer.” There is usually more 

than one version of the movie trailers displayed on YouTube; trailers marked by the 

keyword of “official” or distributed by the official production companies or some 

authoritative organizations or marked as “theatrical” versions were selected to maintain 

consistency with the older movies, which did not have multiple versions for digital 

                                                
33	  “Statistics,” YouTube press. [Website]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/yt/press/statistics.html 
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platform distribution. For older movie trailers, it could be difficult to meet one or all of 

the above selection criteria; as a result, the trailers with the best resolution were selected. 

More details regarding which versions of the trailers were selected for each film and its 

URLs can be found in Appendix A.  

Once the trailers were selected, an online YouTube video conversion tool 

(http://www.onlinevideoconverter.com/video-converter) was used to convert and 

download all of the trailer media files into an MP4 format with 640 x 360 pixels. The use 

of the media files adheres to the United States copyright law of a fair use scenario, as 

quoted below:  

In determining whether the use made of a work in any particular case is a fair use 
the factors to be considered shall include: the purpose and character of the use, 
including whether such use is of a commercial nature or is for nonprofit 
educational purposes. (“Copyright law of the United States of America and 
related laws contained in Title 17 of the United States code,” Chapter 1, Section 
108) 

Editing the Metadata Collection	  

To collect the editing decision related metadata of the movie trailers in a more 

efficient manner, a program based on Python34 script was utilized to automatically detect 

the shot boundaries and to collect other editing-related metadata. The script was 

originally written and posted on Github by Frederic Brodbeck and further modified by 

Ben Goertz. The modified program can be easily run on a Linux operating system 

through the Virtual Box tool.  The output of the data includes the number of frames in 

each shot, the number of shots, the MI within each frame, the average MI within each 

shot, the top ten average RGB color values, and visualization graphics, such as color bar 

                                                
34 A computer program language. 
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codes (see example in Figure 10) and x-y plots (see example in Figure 11) that present a 

variety of shot parameters’ trends over the video play timelines. The accuracy rate35 of 

the metadata detected by the computer program was 92.3% of the data within a one 

second error difference. 

  

                                                
35	  Accuracy rate calculation method: output the total number of frames of each video file from the 
computer program and divided it by the Frame Per Second of the given video file to gain a total length of 
the video in seconds, then compare this length value with the actual runtime of the video file to see if there 
are any discrepancies; took the number of the video files within one second error difference from the 
runtime of the original video file and divided it by the total population of 130 to gain an accuracy rate.	  	  	  
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CHAPTER 6 

DATA ANALYSIS 

Data Analysis, Visualization and Results	  

To test the hypotheses and the research questions of whether movie trailers’ 

editing patterns and styles have changed over years and whether those changes have 

aligned with the overall movies’ editing patterns and styles, the linear regression model 

was used. This method tested whether the dependent variables of trailers’ ASL, shot 

standard deviation, the average MI by frame as well as the correlation co-efficient 

between shot lengths and the MIs could be predicted in a linear model by the independent 

variables of the years. Analyses were calculated using both R and SPSS. 

To test hypothesis H1 stating that the trailers’ editing pattern and style have 

changed over time and to answer the research questions RQ1 on whether those changes 

have aligned with the evolution of overall movie’s editing pattern over the years, the 

research questions of RQ1a, RQ1b, RQ1c, and RQ1d were tested respectively by using 

the linear regression model.  

First, in terms of the ASL of the movie trailers, the linear regression model result 

was significant, as N= 130, mean = 1.18 seconds, SD = 2.70 seconds, F (1,128) =54.07, p 

< .001, and 𝑅"=  .29. Therefore, the p-value was significant at 𝛼 level  .05. This result 

suggests that the ASL of the movie trailers has decreased over time, as shown in Figure 

13, in which the line is shown to decrease. 
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Figure 13. Linear regression of the ASLs over time. 

 

In terms of the standard deviation of the shot lengths of movie trailers, the result 

was also significant, as N=130, mean = 3.09, SD = 3.86, F (1, 128) =23.63, p < .001, 

𝑅"=  .16. The p-value is significant at 𝛼 level  .05. This result suggests that the standard 

deviation of the shot lengths of the movie trailers decreased over time, as shown in Figure 

14, in which the line is shown to decrease.   

 

 

Figure 14. Linear regression of the standard deviations of the shot lengths over time. 
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The first and second tests’ results together suggest that not only the average shot 

length of movie trailers has decreased over time but also the variation of the shot lengths 

has also decreased, suggesting that all shots throughout the trailers are getting shorter 

with less variations over time.  Therefore, the hypothesis RQ1a is confirmed.  

Second, in order to test the hypothesis RQ1b, the MI was used, which was 

directly output from Ben Goertz’s computer program to measure the amount of motions 

and camera movements within each frame or within each shot. In this test, the average 

MI within each frame in a trailer was selected as an independent variable, as the index 

within each frame is more precise than the index within each shot. The result was not 

significant at 𝛼 level 0.05, as N=130, mean= .06 seconds, SD= .04 seconds, F (1,128) 

=1.292, p =  .66, and 𝑅"=  .0015, suggesting that the amount of motions and camera 

movements contained in the movie trailers did not significantly change over time, as 

shown in Figure 15, in which the line remains almost at the same level.  

 

Figure 15. Linear regression of the average MIs within each frame over time. 
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However, in the follow up test on the average MIs within each shot of the 130 

trailers over years, the result was statistically significant with p < .001, N=130, F (1, 128) 

= 23.99, mean= .26 seconds, SD= .15 seconds, and 𝑅"=  .15, suggesting that the amount 

of motions contained in each shot of the trailers increased over time, as shown in Figure 

16, the line goes up along the recent years.  

 

Figure 16. Linear regression of the average MIs within each shot over time. 

 

To further explore the relationship between shot lengths and the amount of 

motions within the shots and test the hypothesis RQ1c, the correlation coefficients 

between shot lengths and the MI within those shots in each movie trailer were tested as 

the dependent variable. First, the correlation coefficients between the shot lengths in all 

trailers and the MI within shots in all trailers were tested, and the result was statistically 

significant, as p < .001 while the correlation coefficient was -.312, as shown in Table 2, 

suggesting that there is a significant correlation between shot lengths and the MI within 

those shots; however, the correlation coefficient was negative, suggesting that the shorter 

the shots are, the more motions there are within those shots.  
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Table 2 

Total Correlation Coefficients between Shot Lengths and MIs within Shots in All Trailers 
 

Correlations 

 Motions SL 

Motions Pearson Correlation 1 -.312** 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .000 

N 17727 17727 

SL Pearson Correlation -.312** 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000  

N 17727 17727 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
 

 

Moreover, it is worth noting that, as action and adventure genre movies take up 

50% of the sample list, it is highly possible that the correlation coefficient was influenced 

by these two genres, because action genre movies particularly have more motions, visual 

activities and camera movement in each shot. However, when the follow-up tests were 

conducted, in which the two genres of movies were removed from the sample list, and 

then the rest of the genres’ data were tested with the correlation coefficients of their shot 

lengths and motions, the results were still significant, as p< .001, and correlation 

coefficient is -.320. For more information about the tests, please refer to Appendix B. 

Then, the correlation coefficients of the 130 trailers were tested in the linear 

regression model with year as the dependent variables, and the result was significant, as 

N=130, mean = -.40 seconds, SD= .16 seconds. F (1,128) = 4.957, p= .028, 𝑎𝑛𝑑	  𝑅"= .04. 

The P-value is significant at 𝛼	  level 0.05. Figure 16 shows that the correlation 

coefficients of the movie trailers decreased toward a more negative relationship, 
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suggesting that the effect that the shorter the shots have more motions and camera 

movements became more obvious in the contemporary age. 

 

 

Figure 17. Linear regression of correlation coefficients between shot lengths and MIs 
within shots. 

 

In terms of the color luminosity in RQ1d, the result was not significant, as N=130, 

mean= .65 seconds, SD= 18.99 seconds. F (1,128) = .66, p =  .420, 𝑅"=  .005. The p-

value was not significant at 𝛼	  level 0.05, suggesting that the luminance of movie trailers 

did not change significantly over time, as shown in Figure 17, in which the line remains 

almost at the same level. 
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Figure 18. Linear regression of color luminosity. 

 

Together, test results of three research questions’ (RQ1a-RQ1c) support H1 that 

the trailers’ editing pattern and style indeed changed over years in terms of the editing 

pace and rhythm. Then the four major findings of the study were compared with the 

results of Cutting et al. ’s (2011) study in order to answer the RQ1 of whether these 

changes on trailers over years have aligned with the evolution of overall movies’ editing 

pattern and style.  In general, the editing rhythms and the pace of the movie trailers have 

evolved to align with that of the evolution of overall movies, while the color luminance 

did not. More specifically, the movie trailers’ ASLs decreased over time, which aligns 

with the evolution trend of entire movies’ ASLs becoming shorter and shorter (Cutting et 

al., 2011). Second, the average MIs within frame did not change significantly over time, 

which does not align with the trend of increased motions and camera movements in the 

entire movies over time, as suggested by Cutting et al. (2011). Third, the correlation 

coefficients between shot lengths and motions were significantly negative and moving 

toward a decreasing negative value, suggesting that it became increasingly obvious that 

the shorter the shots were, the more motions and camera movements there were within 
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those shots, and this result also aligns with Cutting et al.’s (2011) study result that the 

contemporary movies have proportionally more motions and camera movements in 

shorter shots. Finally, the color luminosity in movie trailers did not change much over 

time, which does not align with the editing evolution trends in Cutting et al.’s (2011) 

study in which it was suggested that the overall movies’ luminosity became increasingly 

darker.  

To answer RQ2, the dummy coding method was used to code the categorical 

variable (genre) into the numerical variable; more specifically, each genre as an 

independent/predictor variable was coded into 0 (if the genre was not equal to the 

reference genre) or 1 (if the genre was equal to the reference genre). Then, the linear 

regression model was used to test whether certain dependent variables of shot parameters 

were statistically significantly different from different genres. As the ASLs, the standard 

deviations of shot lengths, and the correlation coefficients of movie trailers all had 

significant results in the earlier linear regression models over time, these three variables 

were further tested as dependent variables, while the genres were tested as independent 

variables using dummy coding. Since the action genre movie trailers made up the largest 

population of the sample and tended to have increasing shots, cuts, and motions over 

time, which has also been shown in my previous pilot study on the trailers of action 

movies — James Bond, the trailers of the action movie genre were thus used as baseline 

variables, while other movie genres’ trailers were tested against it by referencing to the 

variable values of trailers of action movie genre.  

In terms of using ASLs as dependent variables, Table 3 shows that the regression 

model was significant overall with F (4, 125) =2.706, p = .033, and ß= 1.954, suggesting 
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that there were some significant differences among genres. The drama (P < .018) genre’s 

ASLs were significantly different from action genre’s ASLs and were 1.456 units of 

seconds higher. As for movie trailers which are in general short, this discrepancy is 

noticeable enough. Thus, a conclusion can be drawn that the trailers of drama movie 

genre has slightly longer average shot lengths compared to trailers of action movie genres 

and other genres. 

Table 3 
 
Linear Regression of ASL over Genres 
 

ANOVAa 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 53.341 4 13.335 2.706 .033b 

Residual 615.931 125 4.927   

Total 669.272 129    

a. Dependent Variable: ASL 
b. Predictors: (Constant), Drama, Animation, Comedy, Adventure 

 
Coefficientsa 

Model 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients t Sig. 

95.0% Confidence 
Interval for B 

B 
Std. 

Error Beta   
Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound 

1 (Constant) 1.954 .311  6.288 .000 1.339 2.570 

Adventure -.351 .522 -.064 -.673 .502 -1.385 .682 

Animation -.531 .738 -.065 -.720 .473 -1.992 .929 

Comedy .823 .566 .136 1.454 .148 -.297 1.944 

Drama 1.456 .609 .222 2.393 .018 .252 2.661 
a. Dependent Variable: ASL 

 

Second, when the standard deviations of the shot lengths of 130 trailers were 

tested as dependent variable, the result was not significant, with F (4, 125) = 1.557, and 
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p = .190 (see Table 4), suggesting that none of the genres had significant differences 

from the action genre in terms of the standard deviations of the shot lengths. 

Table 4  
 
The Linear Regression of the Standard Deviation of Shot Lengths over Genres 

 

ANOVAa 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 91.206 4 22.802 1.557 .190b 

Residual 1830.653 125 14.645   

Total 1921.859 129    

a. Dependent Variable: SD 
b. Predictors: (Constant), Drama, Animation, Comedy, Adventure 
 

Coefficientsa 

Model 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. 

95.0% Confidence 
Interval for B 

B 
Std. 

Error Beta 
Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Boun

d 

1 (Constant) 2.802 .536  5.229 .000 1.742 3.863 

Adventure -.559 .900 -.060 -.621 .536 -2.340 1.223 

Animation -.542 1.272 -.039 -.426 .671 -3.060 1.975 

Comedy 1.282 .976 .125 1.313 .191 -.650 3.214 

Drama 1.733 1.049 .156 1.652 .101 -.344 3.809 

a.   Dependent Variable: SD 
 

 

Third, when the correlation coefficients between the shot lengths and the motions 

of the 130 trailers were tested as dependent variable, the result was not significant with F 

(4, 125) = 1.388, and p = .242 (see Table 5), suggesting that none of the genres had 
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significant differences from the action genre in terms of the correlation coefficients 

between the shot lengths and the motions within those shots in the trailers. 

 
Table 5  

The Linear Regression of Correlation Coefficients between Shot Lengths and MIs 
within Shots over Genres 
 

ANOVAa 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression .134 4 .034 1.388 .242b 

Residual 3.019 125 .024   

Total 3.153 129    

a. Dependent Variable: Correlation coefficient between shot lengths and MIs within shots of each 
trailer 
b. Predictors: (Constant), Drama, Animation, Comedy, Adventure 

 
 

Coefficientsa 

Model 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. 

95.0% Confidence Interval 
for B 

B Std. Error Beta 
Lower 
Bound Upper Bound 

1 (Constant) -.417 .022  -19.156 .000 -.460 -.374 

Adventure .023 .037 .060 .622 .535 -.050 .095 

Animation -.055 .052 -.099 -1.070 .287 -.158 .047 

Comedy .063 .040 .151 1.586 .115 -.016 .141 

Drama .046 .043 .101 1.068 .288 -.039 .130 

a.   Dependent Variable: Correlation coefficient between shot lengths and MIs within shots of each trailer 
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CHAPTER 7 

DISCUSSION, LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

In this chapter, the data analysis results and the possible explanations are 

discussed; the limitations of the study are pointed out and the areas of future research are 

recommended.  

Discussion	  

In this study, it was found that the trends of movie trailers’ temporal editing 

pattern and style changes in general align with the trends of overall movies’ editing 

pattern changes over the past half century. The ASLs of movie trailers continuously 

decreased over time with an average shot length of 1.37 seconds since the 2000s, which 

is much shorter than the average shot lengths of overall entire movies — 4 seconds 

(statistics in Cutting et al.’s study, 2011), supporting the argument that movie trailers, as 

the spectacle of the original movies, are the accentuated and condensed versions of the 

movie narratives with the “hyperbole” effect. The standard deviations of shot lengths also 

decreased over time. So the shots became shorter and the variation of the shots became 

smaller. This is quite reasonable in that the shot lengths of movie trailers are supposed to 

be shorter because they are constrained by a time limit. All of this further confirmed the 

theory of movie trailer as the spectacle of the movies that while movie trailers are 

abbreviated and condensed version of the original movies, their average shot lengths are 

decreasing to a level that is much shorter than that of overall movies with less variations; 

the goal is to achieve an exaggerated and inflated hyperbole effect for promotion and for 

attracting audience attention.   
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In addition, the decreasing trend of ASL in trailers over years also applies to 

different genres, as no major differences were found across different movie genres except 

that the trailers of the drama movie genre had a slightly higher ASL than those of the 

action movie genre.  

Interestingly, the average motions by frame in each trailer did not change 

significantly over time; however, the average motions by shot in each trailer showed a 

significant increase over the years, probably because the frame is too short as a unit to 

detect the amount of motions and camera movements while the shot is a more reasonable 

unit and interval to evaluate the amount of motions. This result in general aligns with 

Cutting et al.’s (2011) study that the visual activities (evaluated via Visual Activity 

Index) increased over the years. Then the relationship between shot lengths and motions 

were further explored through the correlation coefficient test, where the result showed 

that the shot lengths and the MIs within each trailer moved toward more negative 

correlation coefficient values over time, showing the evolution trend of contemporary 

movie trailers’ editing patterns: the shorter the shots were, the more motions there were 

within those shots; the effect became more obvious in the contemporary age and was also 

universal across trailers of different movie genres. This result also aligns with Cutting et 

al.’s (2011) observation that there were proportionally more visual activities in shorter 

shots than in longer shots especially in contemporary movies and the observation was 

also universal across different movie genres. The fact that the movie trailers’ editing 

style, particularly the editing rhythm, evolution trend resembled the overall movies’ 

editing style evolution trend over the years further supports my argument that the movie 
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trailers, as the spectacle of the movies, represent and reflect certain characteristics and 

carry certain editing patterns and styles of the original movie narratives.  

Finally, the color luminance of trailers did not change significantly over time. The 

trailers did not become darker. Several factors might have contributed to this result. It is 

possible that the digital media files of the trailers sampled during the earlier years of the 

1950s-1970s were not good quality; the colors were generally darker and contained a 

certain level of distortion. Another more interesting reason might be that the early trailers 

were mainly shown in movie theaters to persuade audiences to return for another movie. 

Therefore, they were usually darker to suit the theatrical environment, while the 

contemporary trailers are usually designed to be viewed on multiple media platforms, 

such as online, on television, on tablets, or on mobile phones. Thus, they are not 

necessarily designed to be darker to suit the theatrical environment; they are designed to 

be brighter for optimal viewing on digital devices. I suggest that future studies can be 

conducted by interviewing industry people to get some hints on why the movie trailers 

didn’t get get darker over years. 

Together, this study explored the possibility of extending the film statistical 

stylistic analysis methodology into movie trailer studies and provided the statistical 

evidence for the theoretical argument that movie trailers, as the spectacle of the movies, 

on one hand represent and reflect the original movies, as some of their editing rhythm 

evolution does align with the entire movies’ editing rhythm evolution, and on the other 

hand precede the original movies with the hyperbole or exaggerated effect, as the study 

shows that the movie trailers (particularly the contemporary trailers) have much shorter 

average shot lengths and less variations than those of the entire movies. This study 
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provides an alternative thinking and way of analyzing movie trailers from their editing 

pattern and structure perspective with statistical editing metadata, and further supports 

Kernan’s (2004) qualitative analysis in terms of the movie trailers’ historical 

development along with the technology innovations, which are reflected in this study in 

those identifiable editing pattern changes over different historical periods, verified by 

those statistically significant results in the linear models. All in all, the study will build 

the first step for future cognitive psychology studies as well as the psychophysiological 

studies as to how audience’s response (e.g., attention, emotion, presence and 

engagement) interacts with different trailers’ editing patterns, and possibly find the 

optimal editing pattern solutions to fit into audience’s attention span, especially when 

considering shorter video stimuli, such as movie trailers or video advertising clips.  

Limitations	  

As with any studies, this research has some limitations. First, the study sampled 

trailers of movies among the top Hollywood box office revenue rankings of the year, so 

the results might be highly biased toward commercially successful movies; however, a 

claim has been made that the results only represent the general editing pattern and style 

evolution of the trailers of the Hollywood’s top box office movies.  

Second, the genres of these films were not evenly distributed in this study. 

Although tests with dummy coding were conducted to determine whether there were 

significant differences among genres specifically on those statistically significant 

variables in previous linear regression models (i.e., ASL, the standard deviation of shot 

lengths, and the correlation coefficient between the shot lengths and the motions), the 
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sample sizes of each genre were not equal and some were very small. Therefore, it is 

possible that the unequal and small sample sizes of genres could have affected this study 

result in some degree regarding whether the significant results would be universal across 

genres. 

Third, although the sample size was over one hundred in total, only two trailers 

for each year were sampled, and the sample size was still small on a yearly basis because 

it was not sampled against the total number of the movies released in a particular year. 

Therefore, it is not completely representative of the general landscape of Hollywood 

movies. 

Future Research 

While it was not explored in this study, in further research the exploration of the 

correlation between movie trailers’ editing patterns and audience’s responses are 

recommended. For example, what type of trailer patterns would be more effective in 

attracting audience’s psychological responses, including attention, immersion, presence 

emotion, as well as the preference and motivation to watch the movies can be further 

investigated. Moreover, a psychophysiological study could be conducted to observe an 

audience’s real-time response to particular editing patterns.  

It will be also interesting to further examine whether the results found in this 

study are also universal across different nationalities in global cinema. Further, although 

this study did consider the effect of movie genres as a factor in affecting the evolution of 

trailers’ editing patterns over time, it did not consider the categorization of the trailers 

based on the three principal rhetorical appeals of genres, stories, and stars, as identified 
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by Kernan (2004). Therefore, a further research that examines trailers’ editing patterns 

based on these three principal rhetorical appeals is highly recommended.  

In addition, as result of technology innovations, the video distribution channels 

and manners become more and more diversified. For instance, the recent emergence of 

YouTube 360 trailers, the development of Virtual Reality devices (e.g., Oculus Rift, 

Google Cardboard) all begin to reform people’s video viewing experience and at the 

same time propel the movie promotion companies to innovate the way the movie trailers 

are produced and the way they are distributed. Therefore, it will also be interesting to 

examine whether there are any editing pattern and style differences among diverse 

versions of trailers of the same movie distributed on multiple platforms and multiple 

screen devices, such as the version used for online digital streaming platforms, the 

version used for mobile device distribution, the version used for social media distribution, 

and the version used for theatrical distribution, and so on. 

Finally, this study only explored the visual dimensions of movie trailers’ editing 

patterns. In future studies, it might also be interesting to investigate the audio dimensions 

of movie trailers editing patterns and styles and to examine how the visual and audio 

variables of video files interact with each other, for example whether and how the audio 

variables help strengthen the effects of visuals on audiences.  
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APPENDICES 

A.  MOVIE TRAILERS SAMPLING LIST 
 

No. Year  Name of the movie  Genre Link 
1 1951 Quo Vadis drama https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B

DNu76OJYX0 

2 1951 David and Bathsheba drama https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R
oUeZwd7a1o 

3 1952 The Greatest Show on 
Earth 

drama https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2
QswjButLfA 

4 1952 The Snows of 
Kilimanjaro 

drama https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pe
A7Y0kSVnU 

5 1953 Peter Pan animation https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4
GVdbBpVVoc 

6 1953 The Robe drama https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V
v7yIbcqGaQ 

7 1954 White Christmas comedy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3n
3-UtakD3I 

8 1954 Rear Window suspense https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6k
CcZCMYw38 

9 1955 Lady and the Tramp animation https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L
ZmVm6qv1Lk 

10 1955 Mister Roberts comedy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m
zdnxnhxyX0 

11 1956 The Ten 
Commandments 

drama https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ei
LmKxiTT3g 

12 1956 Around the World in 
80 Days 

adventure https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=es
qKfdHaOSA 

13 1957 The Bridge on the 
River Kwai 

drama https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rl
C7XBayj0s 

14 1957 Peyton Place romance https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6
mE98wOuyO0 

15 1958 South Pacific romance https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oP
hIWUJc_AQ 

16 1958 Auntie Mame comedy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N
ZXi_vOkMyU 

17 1959 Ben-Hur adventure https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S
CJfUi3V3r4 

18 1959 Pillow Talk romance https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qtj
ozLb1a5Q 

19 1960 Swiss Family 
Robinson 

adventure https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B
2b9MQ7vGL4 

20 1960 Spartacus action https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H
cIMY1Ah3aw 

21 1961 101 Dalmatians animation https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JZ
6Ke0jvJ-w 
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22 1961 West Side Story drama https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N
F1L3NorO3E 

23 1962 That Touch of Mink romance https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ur
7UNLds1hE 

24 1962 Lawrence of Arabia adventure https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gd
AKjgpiRQU 

25 1963 Cleopatra drama https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3
DdE5sQ4N9k 

26 1963 How the West Was 
Won 

adventure https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=up
dl0L4Tayc 

27 1964 Mary Poppins comedy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n
OfH7uEojKk 

28 1964 My Fair Lady romance https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C
0xhzA78u4Q 

29 1965 The Sound of Music family https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U
Y6uw3WpPzY 

30 1965 Doctor Zhivago drama https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w
AWrXTn5Www 

31 1966 The Bible: in the 
Beginning 

drama https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u
DrSn0wrJTU 

32 1966 The Good, the Bad, 
and the Ugly 

action https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dF
8119NYeSQ 

33 1967 The Jungle Book animation https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L
NVTKXIK7q8 

34 1967 The Graduate romance https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X
xJDOkr_UhE 

35 1968 Funny Girl comedy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s-
dTjFKygao 

36 1968 2001: A Space 
Odyssey 

sci-fic https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D
X1gTOEerRE 

37 1969 Butch Cassidy and the 
Sundance Kid 

action https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o
DmrjgHXlE0 

38 1969 The Love Bug comedy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ji
ZYodbww5A 

39 1970 Patton romance https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E
BaUt_g0tNU 

40 1970 Airport adventure https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P
ACKbKt8MOw 

41 1971 Diamonds Are 
Forever 

action https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9y
Oamj4mlnE 

42 1971 Bill Jacky action https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zq
XvqaBw_iA 

43 1972 The Godfather action https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fB
_8VCwXydM 

44 1972 The Poseidon 
Adventure 

adventure https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dd
03qev59Jo 

45 1973 The Exorcist horror https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y
DGw1MTEe9k 
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46 1973 The Sting comedy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_n
AIb_J9T5M 

47 1974 Blazing Saddles comedy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A
2tPgGiBvkc 

48 1974 Towering Inferno action https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kr
6l87i9oAI 

49 1975 Jaws horror https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J
Ml6t3UYvu8 

50 1975 The Rocky Horror 
Picture Show 

comedy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4p
lqh6obZW4 

51 1976 Rocky action https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I2
zFQmHWVCI 

52 1976 King Kong adventure https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kI
Rt1NJGVPM 

53 1977 Star Wars Ep. IV: A 
New Hope 

sci-fic https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o
VxcQQXXxGQ 

54 1977 Close Encounters of 
the Third Kind 

sci-fic https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1t
BwQ8uUraU 

55 1978 Grease comedy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m
QregHzmosU 

56 1978 National Lampoon's 
Animal House 

comedy http://youtube.com/watch?v=nZXRrZd
vsHE 

57 1979 Kramer vs. Kramer comedy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jN
LcfJ06y34 

58 1979 The Amityville 
Horror 

horror http://youtube.com/watch?v=AvYX6K
lIm1k 

59 1980 Star Wars Ep. V: The 
Empire Strikes Back 

sci-fic https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JN
wNXF9Y6kY 

60 1980 Stir Crazy comedy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-
K_f7BSTOQY 

61 1981 Raiders of the Lost 
Ark 

adventure https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jF
Qhhu4sSc0 

62 1981 On Golden Pond drama https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H
WjBM48YP0s 

63 1982 E.T.: The Extra-
Terrestrial 

adventure https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_7
-2PB4jj2o 

64 1982 Tootsie comedy http://youtube.com/watch?v=fzFk5Iyq
Iw8 

65 1983 Star Wars Ep. VI: 
Return of the Jedi 

sci-fic http://youtube.com/watch?v=7L8p7_S
LzvU 

66 1983 Terms of Endearment drama http://youtube.com/watch?v=rEywBIl
X29I 

67 1984 Beverly Hills Cop comedy http://youtube.com/watch?v=7aYmBr
XyISA 

68 1984 Ghostbuster  comedy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cy
RqR56aCKc 

69 1985 Back to the Future comedy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qv
sgGtivCgs 
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70 1985 Rambo: First Blood 
Part II 

action http://youtube.com/watch?v=WQGJAI
YtWD4 

71 1986 Top Gun action https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q
Afbp3YX9F0 

72 1986 Crocodile Dundee adventure http://youtube.com/watch?v=JrRfx71_
4CQ 

73 1987 Three Men and a 
Baby  

comedy http://youtube.com/watch?v=ohBNZZ
Kmtnw 

74 1987 Fatal Attraction drama https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e3
oF8Po4qWc 

75 1988 Rain Man  drama http://youtube.com/watch?v=svHmfP
VOKzs 

76 1988 Who Framed Roger 
Rabbit  

comedy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S1
-0Fst-J08 

77 1989 Batman action http://youtube.com/watch?v=HlsM2_8
u_mk 

78 1989 Indiana Jones and the 
Last Crusade  

adventure http://youtube.com/watch?v=a6JB2suJ
YHM 

79 1990 Home Alone comedy http://youtube.com/watch?v=OUI3r56I
JDE 

80 1990 Ghost drama https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4c
Ob3gfe4tQ 

81 1991 Terminator 2: 
Judgment Day 

action http://youtube.com/watch?v=-
W8CegO_Ixw 

82 1991 Robin Hood: Prince of 
Thieves 

action http://youtube.com/watch?v=sCxzyVf
Az3E 

83 1992 Aladdin animation https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q
apaqcDucmg 

84 1992 Home Alone 2: Lost 
in New York 

comedy http://youtube.com/watch?v=wph0t0-
f5K8  

85 1993 Jurassic Park adventure http://youtube.com/watch?v=Bim7RtK
Xv90 

86 1993 Mrs. Doubtfire comedy http://youtube.com/watch?v=N3bgipC
ebuI 

87 1994 Forrest Gump drama http://youtube.com/watch?v=uPIEn0M
8su0 

88 1994 The Lion King animation http://youtube.com/watch?v=4sj1MT0
5lAA 

89 1995 Toy Story animation http://youtube.com/watch?v=0q1rxc96
m2w 

90 1995 Batman Forever action http://youtube.com/watch?v=xu6xLaL
G6QA 

91 1996 Independence Day action https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S
Bx5Jrs9eGc 

92 1996 Twister  adventure https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C
bRLQaZ3niY 

93 1997 Titanic romance https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zC
y5WQ9S4c0 
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94 1997 Men in Black  action http://youtube.com/watch?v=HYUd7A
Ow_lk 

95 1998 Saving Private Ryan  action http://youtube.com/watch?v=RYExsti
QlLc 

96 1998 Armageddon  action http://youtube.com/watch?v=kg_jH47
u480 

97 1999 Star Wars: Episode I - 
The Phantom Menace 

sci-fic http://youtube.com/watch?v=bD7bpG-
zDJQ 

98 1999 The Sixth Sense horror http://youtube.com/watch?v=VG9AGf
66tXM 

99 2000 How the Grinch Stole 
Christmas 

drama  http://youtube.com/watch?v=0h2Ipj5T
MBY 

100 2000 Cast Away adventure http://youtube.com/watch?v=PJvosb4
UCLs 

101 2001 Harry Potter and the 
Sorcerer's Stone 

adventure http://youtube.com/watch?v=VyHV0B
Rtdxo 

102 2001 The Lord of the 
Rings: The 
Fellowship of the 
Ring 

adventure http://youtube.com/watch?v=_e8QGu
G50ro 

103 2002 Spider-Man action http://youtube.com/watch?v=FN3Yayb
NJ2s 

104 2002 The Lord of the 
Rings: The Two 
Towers 

adventure https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cv
CktPUwkW0 

105 2003 The Lord of the 
Rings: The Return of 
the King 

adventure http://youtube.com/watch?v=KOQSQa
GgJxs 

106 2003 Finding Nemo  animation https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w
ZdpNglLbt8 

107 2004 Shrek 2 animation http://youtube.com/watch?v=k0Bb0ja
KB-Y 

108 2004 Spider-Man 2 adventure http://youtube.com/watch?v=BWsLc3j
1AWg 

109 2005 Star Wars: Episode III 
- Revenge of the Sith 

sci-fic http://youtube.com/watch?v=5UnjrG_
N8hU 

110 2005 The Chronicles of 
Narnia: The Lion, the 
Witch and the 
Wardrobe 

adventure http://youtube.com/watch?v=lWKj41H
ZBzM 

111 2006 Pirates of the 
Caribbean: Dead 
Man's Chest 

action https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oz
k0-RHXtFw 

112 2006 Night at the Museum adventure http://youtube.com/watch?v=Ll3peqV
gU3w 

113 2007 Spider-Man 3 action http://youtube.com/watch?v=MTIP-
Ih_GR0 

114 2007 Shrek the Third animation http://youtube.com/watch?v=InR865I
DDjU 
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115 2008 The Dark Knight action http://youtube.com/watch?v=yrJL5JxE
YIw 

116 2008 Iron Man  action http://youtube.com/watch?v=XWWd6
p2JHKo 

117 2009 Avatar action https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5P
SNL1qE6VY 

118 2009 Transformers: 
Revenge of the Fallen 

action http://youtube.com/watch?v=uH3STH
C63hU 

119 2010 Toy Story 3 animation http://youtube.com/watch?v=ZZv1vki
4ou4 

120 2010 Alice in Wonderland adventure https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9P
OCgSRVvf0 

121 2011 Harry Potter and the 
Deathly Hallows Part 
2 

adventure https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5
NYt1qirBWg 

122 2011 Transformers: Dark of 
the Moon 

adventure http://youtube.com/watch?v=kHRf01G
josk 

123 2012 Marvel's The 
Avengers 

action http://youtube.com/watch?v=eOrNdBp
GMv8 

124 2012 The Dark Knight 
Rises 

action http://youtube.com/watch?v=g8evyE9
TuYk 

125 2013 The Hunger Games: 
Catching Fire 

adventure https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E
AzGXqJSDJ8 

126 2013  Iron Man 3 action https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K
e1Y3P9D0Bc 

127 2014 American Sniper action https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=99
k3u9ay1gs 

128 2014 The Hunger Games: 
Mockingjay - Part 1 

adventure https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3P
kkHsuMrho 

129 2015 Star Wars: The Force 
Awakens 

sci-fic https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sG
bxmsDFVnE 

130 2015 Jurassic World adventure https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R
FinNxS5KN4 
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B.   CORRELATION COEFFICIENT BETWEEN SHOT LENGTHS AND 
MOTIONS WITHIN SHOTS OVER GENRES	  

	  
Table 6 

Correlation Coefficient between Shot Lengths and MIs within Shots over Action Genre 

Descriptive Statistics 

 Mean Std. Deviation N 

MIs .3339 .27966 5,655 
Shot Lengths .7884 1.55679 5,655 

 
Correlations 

 MIs Shot Lengths 

MIs Pearson Correlation 1 -.360** 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .000 

N 5,655 5,655 

Shot Lengths Pearson Correlation -.360** 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000  

N 5,655 5,655 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
 

Table 7 

Correlation Coefficient between Shot Lengths and MIs within Shots over Genres other 
than Action 
 

Descriptive Statistics 

 Mean Std. Deviation N 

MIs .2964 .26648 12,072 

Shot Lengths 1.3756 3.07551 12,072 
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(To be continued) 
 

Correlations 

 MIs Shot Lengths 

MIs Pearson Correlation 1 -.311** 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .000 

N 12,072 12,072 

Shot Lengths Pearson Correlation -.311** 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000  

N 12,072 12,072 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

 

 
Table 8  

Correlation Coefficient between Shot Lengths and MIs within Shots over Action and 
Adventure Genres 
 

Descriptive Statistics 

 Mean Std. Deviation N 

MIs .3215 .27607 10,150 

Shot Lengths .9028 1.91602 10,150 
 

Correlations 

 MIs Shot Lengths 

MIs Pearson Correlation 1 -.328** 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .000 

N 10,150 10,150 

Shot Lengths Pearson Correlation -.328** 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000  

N 10,150 10,150 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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Table 9  

Correlation Coefficient between Shot Lengths and MIs within Shots over Genres other 
than Action and Adventure 
 

Descriptive Statistics 

 Mean Std. Deviation N 

MIs .2907 .26378 7,577 

Shot Lengths 1.5707 3.44694 7,577 
 

Correlations 

 MIs Shot Lengths 

MIs Pearson Correlation 1 -.320** 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .000 

N 7,577 7,577 

Shot Lengths Pearson Correlation -.320** 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000  

N 7,577 7,577 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

 
 
 


